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TI$TRODUCTION



Foreign friends of Albania have often asked
the Central Council of the Trade Unions many ques-
tions on the economic and social development of
our country, on the composition of the Trade Union
Organization and its activity. In order to meet their
desire, we are publishing this pamphlet in which we
have tried to answer in brief a rseries 'of questions
regarding the economic system of the Peop1e's Re-
public of Albania.

Albania hars an area of 28,748 square kilometers
with a population of two million inhabitants. The
Albanian people have a very old history and ancient
traditions. They have passed a long and glorious road
and throughout their century-old history they have
had to fight against cruel and powerful foreign inva-
dens. as well as against the feudals and the
bourgeoisie of the country, for national freedom and
for a better life. Through their very Iong struggle
a.nd. innumerable sacrifices, the Albanian people ne-
ver allowed themselves to be wiped out ,as a nation,
but resisted against all their enemies and fanatical-
ly safeguarded their ,mother tongue, their customs
and ancient traditions.



oThe Albanian people" - Comrade Enver Hoxha
has said - 

sfusvs fonced their way through history
sword in hand". Neverthelesrs in'the past they could
not gain true freedom and independence. The found-
ing of the Albanian Communi'st Party by Comrade
Enver Hoxha on Nov. B, 1941 was the most noted event
for the Albanian people, for it provided them with
a leader and organizer of their struggle for national
triberation and social emancipation. The Albanian
Communist Party led the National-liberation War.
It had a clear political program, thus making it very
clear to the people what they were fighting for.

The National-liberation struggle is the most glo-
rious epoch in the history ol our people. Due to this
struggle against the Nazi-fascist invaders and the
traitors to the country, the people scored the greatest
victory in their history on November 29, 1944, when
the People's State Power was established in AIba-
nia. The people took the power in their hand,s and
established the People's Republic of Albania which
embarked definitely on the road to socialist construc-
tion.

The results achieved during the twenty-five
years of the People's Power are the fruit of the self-
less efforts of the working masses to carry out the
Marxist-Leninist program of our Party.

It was a road full of hardships and sacri-
fices. To l;he hardships of backwardness inheri-
ted from the past and created by the resistance
of the overthrown classes and other home enemies,
was added the inimical activity of the U.S. - Ied
imperialists as well as the br"utal and inimical acti-

vity of the renegate Titoite clique and, Iater, of the
Khrushchevite revisionists. But, thanks to the fore-
sighted leadership of the Party of Labor of Albania
with Comrade Enver Hoxha at the head, the Albanian
People were able to overcome all obstacles, hardships,
blackmail and blockades with courage and abnega-
tion and to come off victorious over their home and
foreign enemies.

With twenty-five years of exper,ienc'e to their
credit, the Albanian people are convinced that their
political independence must be guaranteed and con-
solidated with their economic independence as well,
otherwise, the political independence is in danger of
being lost, too.

Answering the questions pos,ed to us, we kindly
ask our friends all over the world to excuse us for
any shortcomings they may notice in our pamphlet
and help us with other questions and observations,
so that a republication of this material may be more
cornplete.
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II

I,TSTA.ELISHMENT OF SOCIALIST R,ELATIONS

IN FRODUCTION



WHAT COUR,SE WAS FOLLOWED AND WHAT OBSTA-
CLES WERE MET WITH IMMEDIATELY AFTER LIBE-
RATION IN ESTABLISHING SOCIAL OWNERSHIP ON

THE I}TEANS OF PEODUCTION IN ALBANIA?

During the first stage immediately after libera-
tion, the People's State Power look measures to
smash and restrain the capitalist elements and foreign
capital. Such measures were: the establishment of sta-
te supervision on the production and distribution of
industrial goods by private enterprises and Albanian
companies. In a resolution of the Presidency of the
National-Iiberation Anti-fascist Council of December
15, 1944 we read: ..all industries and Albanian com-
panies are placed under State control.', Some months
later a decision was adopted to put under control also
the properties of German and Italian citizens. This
control was exercised by the working class which
plays the leading role in our State. Characteristic of
this control in our country is that for each enterprise
a commissary \Mas appointed by the Ministry respon-
sible for the administration of this property. In all
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their activity the corn-missaries were helped by the
workers and their Trade Union Organization. This
preliminary work played an important role in carry-
ing out the nationalization of all the enterprises.

Another measure adopted right after liberation
was the requisition ,of various materials iike:
construction material, food stuffs, drugs and fuel
which would be used to meet the needs of the po-
pulation, of the army and of the revival of our eco-
nomy. Generally, these requisitions were made wi-
thout any compensation, while part of them were
compensated for at a rate fixed by the State to be
paid in cash either by a globa1sum or by instalments.
The State also fixed prioes on the retail and whole-
sale goods, the State alone having the right to allow
wholesale transactions. Of extraordinary importance
was also the law ..On the Extraordinary Taxation on
War profits'> issued by the Presidency of the Anti-
fascist National-liberation Council on January 13,
n945, which limited and dealt a cr,ushing blow at the
speculating capitalist elements. The application of
this law by the Party and State Power had, at the
same time, its economic importance, because it con-
centrated into the hand of State Power monetary
funds which were considered as the main source cf
the budget for that p,eriod.

Of major importance were also the anti-imperia-
list and anti-fascist measures taken since the early
days after liberation. Thus, thes,e measures were in-
terwoven with those of a socialist character. Such
were the annulment of the economic relations which
had been established by Zog's anti-popular regime
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with the foreign imperialist states, the requisition of

the property of the Italian and German as weII as

othei foreign citizens in our country, the nationali-
zation of the property of foreign capitalists, the na-
tionalization of hanks and the establi,shment of a

singtre bank in their stead, the establishment of State

monopoly on foreign trade, etc.
The nationalization of industry began right after

the triumph of our people's revolution' The first to

be confiscated. were the factories of war criminals
and of people's enemies. In 1945 and, more so in 1946,

the State Power took under its possession the factories
of the industrialists of the country and of those who
had not paid the extraordinary taxes on war profits"
And in 1947, the remaining industry was nationali-
zed with the exception of some srnall workshops. The
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transition of industry from private into state owner_
ship and the rhythms of their nationalization. can
be clearly seen in the following table:

Table oJ the State Ind,ustries (in percentage)

Kind of industry YearB

Oct. 19214 Dec. 1944 1t)45

1l

L946 1:9tt

7e {00 
i

21 -i
I

,. _Besides the political importance in consolidating
the People's State power, t^hese measures were alsovery important in strengthening the economic inde_
pendence and in creating the social ownership on the
m,eans of production, which served as a basis for aplanned economic development.

Important measures wer,e also taken in the coun_
tryside sinoe the very beginning. In January 1g4b,
all the agrieultural rents the peasants owed io their
landlords were cancelted. In May 1g4b, the irrigation
works were nationalized. But the agrarian reforrn
laws were the most important step of an antifeudal
character. They were carriedtthrough on the basis of
the laws adopted on August Zg, lg4l by the Anti_
fascist National-liberation Council, and of the law
published on May 1g46, which corrected some mis_
takes on the agrarian reform laws made bv some ene-

t4

State owned

Privately owned 93g7100

mies of the Party. By applying these laws, the lands
of the landowner,s, feudal and large estate owners, the
state farms and the lands of the religious institutions
as well as their work imptrements and buildings were
expropriated without compensation and distributed
to the landless and landpoor peasant families.

The distribution of the land and of the olive
trees expropriated on the basis of the agrarian re-
form law was made as follows

i ,"lfhe category of of fami- I land in I t."..lfhe category of of tami-' Iand in . t.*sithe families and ties I hecLares
+ho ciota i-i...

, I 19 *;i ,uu,rn i,,rur*
2 21.544 '> D

3 I 17.500 ,235.500
i--

a^*o't i znztl ll?rAto atTltot"l , ?0.211 i1?2.6i9 471.227 Iu r*

The details show the right distribution of the
area of land and of the olive trees expropriated, the
change in the structure of land ownership in favor of
the landpoor and landless families.

The agrarian reform was the first step towards
placing agriculture on the road to socialism. The
second and decisive step was taken when the peasan-
try started the socialist collectivization of agriculture
of their own free wil1. The agrarian reform laws
themselves cr,eated the premises of setting up agri-
cultural cooperatives. The first co-operative in AI-
bania was set up in 1947 and later on that year the
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peasantry embarked 'en masse' along that road. At
present there are agricultural co-operatives every-
where and agriculture has completely embarked on

the road to socialism.
Ali this period of deep revolutionary transforma-'

tions has been guided by the Party directives and
Comrade Enver Hoxha's teachings, using the poli-
tical State Power of the working c1ass, the proleta-
rian dictatorship as the main and decisive rneans.

These transformations have been carried out in
a bitter class struggte. The overthrown classes and
the other enemies in the country, supported and or-
ganized by imperialism, tried.to undermine the im-
plementation of these measures and to make our
country withdraw from the road to socialism by plots,
terror, murder, sabotage, in order to re-establish the
old order of the landlords and the bourgeoisie. A ve-
ry mean, inimical and subversive role was played by
the Yugoslav revisionists both by direct interven-
tions as well as through their agents within our
Party, trying to turn our People's Republic into the
7th republic of Yugoslavia and re-establish capita-
Iism, just as the Titoite clique has done in its own
country. But all the endeavors of home and foreign
enemies have always shamefully failed. Albania is

marching firmly ahead on the revolutionary road it
has chosen and is now succ'essfully building a fully
socialist 'societY"
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WHAT METHOD WAS USED IN ALBANIA TO BRING
ABOUT TIIE SOCIALIST COI,I,ECTIVIZATION OF AGRI-
CULTURE AND WHAT AEE SOME OF TTIE SUCCESSES

IN THIS FIELD?

The victory of the People,s Revolution marked a
radical turn in the life of the broad mass,es of our
countryside, as well.

The application of the land reform laws was
the first victory scored by our peasantry in the
field of economy after the triumph of our pe-o-
ple's Revolution.

The application of the land reform laws provi-
ded the peasants with land which helped them, to a
certain extent, to improve their tiving conditions but,
being attached to their individual plots, they could
not very weII get rid of poverty altogether. They
could do this only by joining in large collective eco-
nomies.

Collectivization was neeessary not only to the
development of agriculture and the improvernent of
the welfar,e of the peasantry, but also to tne socialist
constrtrction in the countryside as weII. Cotlectivi-
zation is the only way to establish social orvnership
and socialist relations in the countryside. Socialism



cannot be built by establishing social ownership in

towns and letting the peasant continue their otr'd

way of private ownershiP.- 
It il ctrear that the carrying out of collectiviza-

tion is a very hard process. You can't do it by issuing'

administrative orders and 'decrees' The only correct

vized.
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In 1967, inspired by the great ideas of the Fifth
Party Congress and Comrade Enver Hoxha's teach-
ings, all the peasants of the highland regions joined
also in cooperatives. Thus, at present the complete
collectivization of agriculture in Albania has been
carried out. Of major ideological and political im-
portance is the revolutionary initiative taken by the
co-operative peasantry to reduce their personal plots
of land from 0,3 to 0,15 of ,a hectare each.

Al the rural areas of the country have been col-
lectivized. Today 990/s of the area of land owned by
the peasantry has been turned over to the agricultu-
ral cooperatives (as against 860/6 in 1962) while the
number of families which have joined in cooperati-
ves has incr,eased frorr. 70fs to 980/6 during the same
period. Thus, even those peasant families which had
not joined in cooperatives embarked on the wide and
brilliant road to social ownership and socialist deve-
lopment.

In the agricultural cooperatives, the land and the
principal working tools are collective property. The
ineome of the cooperative is distributed on the basis
of work (its amount and quality) done by each mem-
ber of the ,cooperative.

The socialist collectivization of agricuiture in our
country has lifted agriculture out from its age-long
backwardness and has opened all-round prospects of
development to it. As compared with 1938, the area
of land under cultivation has been doubled" In 1938,
our country had only 30 tractors while now it has
10.008 tractors reckoned at 15 HP working on the
1and. We have two large ehemical fertilizers plants
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with prospects for expansion. The irrigation capacity
covers about 50 per cent of the arable land.

As a result of this development, total agricultu-
ral production in 1968 was 2.9 times as much as in
1938. Agriculture supplies now an urban population
which is 2.5 times as big and with a far greater purcha-
sing power as,compared with the preliberation period,
at a time when even the peasant population has in-
creased by about 40 per cent. It provides raw rnate-
rials for many branches of our light and foodrprooes-
sing industries. Cotton, sugar beet and other crops,
which were unknown before liberation, are'now
grown in our country. At present our textile industry
produces over 20 m. of textiles per capita of popu-
lation as against 0.3 m of textiles per capita produced
in 1938.

The material and cultural standard of our coo-
perative peasants has radically improved as a conse-
quenee of the increase of agricultural and dairy pro-
ducts.

But the transformation of our socialist country-
side is of major importance also to education, cultu-
re and to the way of living. The agricultural co-ope-
ratives have now their own elementary and Bth grade
schools and Bth grade education is obligatory. Every
co-operative has its own house of culture or cultural
center.. Heatth institutions, hospitals and maternity
houses serve one or a group of co-operatives, but
some co-operatives have begun to build their own
hospitals. A widespread movement has begun to build
bakeries, public canteens, laundry houses, kindergar'
tens and creches in every cooperative. Sorne distri'cts
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have undertaken to have them built up in every co-

operative within 1969. The peasants themselves have

r"t ,p handicraft sectors for shoemakers, woodwor-
kers, tailors and in some co-openatives there are

workshops for processing milk, vegetabl'es, fruit, etc'

both for the market and for supplying the co-opera-
tive members. Many cooperatives have built whole
villages of new houses.

These succ€ss€s can only be achieved with an

agriculture, Iike ours, which has embarked on the
road of collectivization.

The socialis't order is playing a very impor-
tant role also in changing the world outlook of our

co-operative peasants. Just as the working class, our
peasants are discarding o d norms and customs and

ar,e adopting the socialist ideology.
The successes scored in the development of our

so the result of the correct

ec bY our PartY and the frttits
of oritY of large collective over

small individual economies.

WHAT ARE THE SOCTALTST RELATTONS rN PRODUC_
IION ESTABLISHED IN ALBANIA AND WHAT ROLE Do
IHEY PLAY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE COUNTRY?

The People's State Power was established in AI-
bania thanks to the National-liberation War waged
by our people under the leadership of the Albanian
Communist Party against the nazi and fascist inva-
ders and'the reactionary classes at home. The libe-
ration of our country and the seizure of power by the
people under the leadership of the Party, was the
greatest historic victory for our longsuffering but
never subdued people.

The break up of the machinery of the oId feu-
.dal and bourgeois State apparatus and the establish-
,ment of the new State Power in the hands of
the broad working masses with the Party and the
working class at the head, constitute the main con-
cern of our people's r,evolution. Possibilities were
thus created for the people, who became masters of
their own destiny, to begin with enthusiasm the re-
construction of the economy ruined by the war and
to embark on the road to socialism. Two basic tasks
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were to be solved in order to achieve this aim' First
to establish socialist relations in production on

alI the people's economy. Second, to develop the
production forces and thus create the material and

technical basis of socialism.
In our country, the socialist relations in pro-

duction were established by nationalizing the foreign
concessions and the private possessions of the capi-
talists of the country such as factories, workshops,
means of transport, banks, by the establishment of
state monopoly on foreign trade, etc., while in the
countryside the land reform laws distributed the land
to those who tilled it. Later on and of their own
free wiII, the peasantry embarked on the road to the
soicialist collectivization of agricuture by setting up
their agricultural cooperatives.

Gradually, this public ownership created on a

socialist basis was ,extendend and enriched with the
construction of new factories, wiih reclamation of
land, with the introduction of technical equip-
ment, etc.

Thus, the economic basis of our socialist society
has already heen created both in town and in the
countryside and is made up of the socialist system
in its two forms, namely, State and cooperative
ownership.

State property in our country are the factories,
workshops, subsoil resources, forests, railroads, sea

and motor vehicle transport, banks, Tractor and Motor
S'tations, the State farrns, trade, municipal and State
purchase ent,erprises, the State dwelling houses,
except the private ones, etc.

2,t

stables, etc.
Both these forms of ownership are socialist in

nature. They exclude the possibility of exploitation
of man by man, develop on the basis of socialist plan-
ing and carry out the socialist principle of distribu-
tion on the basis of work done. Nevertheless, some

differences exist between them. The State property
is owned ;by all the people, whereas the cooperative
ownership is the property of specific collectives, that
is, of the cooperative groups. Everything in the State

enterprises is common property, belonging to a1I the
workers, whereas in the agricultural cooperatives
each family owns a plot of land, some cattle, part
of the agricultural inventory, etc. As a result of these

differences in the form of ownership, while produc-
tion in the State farms belongs to all the workers and
they are paid wages in conformity with the socialist
law of distribution according to the quantity and

quality of work done, in the cooperatives the pro-
duce belongs to that group of workers who are mem-
bers of the cooperative, and after paying their taxes,

remunerate each worker for as many work days as

he has done.
In our society, there exists also personal owner-

ship on the houses that belong to workers, on their
furnitur'e and chattels, on their monetary incomes

and savings, on their consumption goods and other
personal belongings.
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In fact, the increase of social ownership is the
basic factor to raise the rnaterial and cultural welfare
and to increase this kind of personal ownership of
the workers which does not assume the character of
exploiting the work of others. All the working people
of our country do their best to increase, enrich and
safeguar'd the social ownenship as it is the basis of
our socialist order, the source of the strength of our
Fatherland and of the prosperity and welfare of all
the working people. Every one feels and understands
this great role played by social ownership.

Social ownership ovei the means of production,
which has alr,eady been established in our country,
is the principal el,ement of socialist relations in pro-
duction and has stepped up the development of the
production forces and the complete construction of
the material and technical basis of socialism.

Relations of mutual aid and cooperation have
been established among the workers, both in town
and in the countryside, on the basis of the establi-
shment of State Power and of socialist relations in
production. Right after the liberation of the country
and onward, the workers, peasants and our people's
intelligentsia, having been freed from oppression and
exploitation, have continu,ed to raise their enthusiasm
and mobilization to develop and strengthen our so-
cialist Fatherland. They spare no ,efforts for they are
conscious they are working for them'selves, for their
families, for the good of society as a whole.
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WHAT IS TTIE POSITION OF TIIE SOCIALIST AND
PB,IVATD SECTORS IN ITIE NATION.AL ECONOMY OF

THE PEOPLE'S EEPUBLIC OF ALBANIA?

Nationalization of' the means of production on

correct revolutionary lines had deep positive conse-
and ec of
arked the
of the ur-

of the keY Positions of
of the State, into the

. At the same time, the-
se nationalizations created the socialist sector in in-

system.'
As for the property of the small producers of the

working peasants and handicraftsmen, it remained
untouched. This attitude towards this property was

nec€ssary due to factors of an economic and politi-
cal character, we say of economic character because

small economies based on the personal labor of the



peasants themselves predominated in agriculture and,
political, because the working peasantry was the clo-
sest and most faithful ally of the working class in the
struggle to liquidate capitalist and establish socialist
relations. Nationalization of the means of production
of small producers can be achieved solely on a totally
voluntary basis, through cooperation, a method which
has been IoyaIIy pursued by our State Power.

The socialist sector was extended especially with
the application of the policy of socialist industrializa-
tion and agricultural collectivization, marking an
unprecedented leap ahead in the development of our
production forces. It was in this way that the socialist
ownership in its two forrns, State and cooperative,
was created in our country. In 1947, the means of
production in industry were almost completely
transformed into State ownership. By the end of
that year, 87 per cent of the general industrial pro-
duction came from the State while only 13 per cent
came from the private :sector. In 1950, only 6 per cent
in agricultune belonged to the socialist sector while
94 per cent belonged to individual ownership. In
order to form an idea of the proportions between the
socialist sector and the private one suffice it to men-
tion that in 1950 the socialist sector provided 29 per
cent of the national income whereas the private sec-
tor provided 71 per cent.

As a result of the great work done to bring
about the socialist industrialization of the country and
the collectivization of agriculture during the years
of People's State Power, the socialist sector grew
rapidly and, consequently, the private sector became

2B

smaller. The IVth Congress of the Party of Labor of
Albania, held in February 1961, sanctioned the con-
struction of the economic basis of socialism in A1-

bania. The socialist forms of the economy and the
socialist relations in production had dominated all
the branches of our economy. The qu'estion "who
will win,, was solved once and for ever in favor of
socialism. The socialist form of economy has unjn-
terruptedly grown from one year to another. This is
clearly shown if we compare two years of the con-
stuction of the economic basis of socialism, 1960

and 1968.

(In percentage)

1960 1968

- National incorne from the socialist
sector 88,10 99,3

- The overall industrial pr,oduot'ion frorn
the socialist sector. 99

- Wholesale trade 100

- Overall agricultural production from
the socialist sector. 80

99,99

100

98.2
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HOW DID PI,ANNING OF THE PEO'PLE'S ECONOMY

START IN ALBANIA AND ON WEIAT PRINCIPLES IS IT
BASED?

The planned development of our people's eco-
nomy in our country began after liberation.

Its management and development according to
plan is made possible only by fulfilling two prelimi-
nary political and economic conditions. The esta-
blishment of the proletarian dictatorship, the seizure
of the State leadership by the working class, that is,
the passing over of State Power from the capitalists,
feudal lords and big landholders to the working cIass,
Ied by its Party, is considered as the main political
condition, while the main econornic condition is the
liquidation of private ownership on the m'eans of
production and the establishment of social owner-
ship in its stead.

After liberation, the People's State Power, a
deeply democratic one, was firmly established in
Albania. Power was seized from the boungeoisie
and the landlords by the people through their armed

30

National-liberation struggle. After this seizure of po-

wer, our Party and the State Power were faced with
new political and economic tasks'

In the political field, the first task was to conso-

lidate the new People's State. While in the economic

field, it was to begin major transformations which
would lead the cou-rtry towards socialism and plan-
ned development. Steps to set up and extend social

ownership w"t", at the same tirne, steps toward a

planned economy.
The'Economic Council attached to the Council

of Ministers was the first general planning organ

which coordinated the activity of the enterprises,
districts and the central economic organs at the

t_
SE

task was to hand over the partial plans to the Eco-

nomic Council, which the latter would then submit

to the Council of Ministers of the People's Republic

of Albania. At the same time, there were set up plan-
ning as well as statistical organs at the Ministries,
Cenlral Departments and Executive Cornmittees of

the District PeoPIe's Councils.

At the beginning, our planned economy was par-

tial, that is to say, it did not encom'pass all the eco-

nomic and social activity of the country' The partial
plans of 1945 and 1946 aimed

nomy, at starting to exPloit our
industry which had been destr
invaders, at oPening new roads
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premises for a gradual transition to a single com-
prehensive State plan.

The first comprehensibJ.e plan of d,er.elopment
of our people's economy was the general State PIan
of. 1947. The 1948 plan completed the revival of our
economy and achieved such a success as to double the
industrial production of 1938. Successes wer,e also
achieved in other branches of our economy. More
advanced steps in our planned economy were taken
by adopting the 2 - y,ear Plan (1949-1950), which
created favorable conditions to embark on developing
our economy on the basis of a five-year plan. The
Ist five-year plan was that of 1951-1956 while, at
present, our workers are successfully completing the
4th five year plan.

The drafting of the economic plans in our coun-
try is based on th,ese main principles: first, on the
principle of the party-politics, which requires the
establishment of the role of the lead,ership of the
Party in planning our economy. This means that our
plans reflect and are drafted on the basis of our
Party's directives to develop the different branches
of our national economy and culture; seconil, on the
important principle that the plan itsetf assumes a
State ,character, which implies that the'State plays
a leading role in planning and that the plan is carried
out by the State organs, mobilizing the broad masses
of our workers in fulfilling it. The State character
of our pla fact that they
have to b nt of -plans issubject to of State tasks;
thi,rd, planning is strictly has,ed on the principle of
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democratic centralism. Our economy is centralized in
and directed by the Stat,e. This also secures its ma-
nagement on the basis of a standard plan for the
whole country. The plans drafted in conformity with
the Party directives given first, by the central organs
to the base and then studied and modified by the
enterpris'es and returned to the central organs and
then definitely approved by the People,s Assembly,
ensure the centralized management of economy. But
this centralization is in harmony with democracy,
with promoting the initiatives of the broad.masses
and of the 1oca1 organs; fourth, mobilizing the
broad masses in drafting the plans and then in exe-
cuting them represents another important planning
principle in our country neflecting the deeply popu-
lar character of our democratic State Power. Solici-
ting the opinion of the masses in drafting and carry-
ing out plans derives from the revolutionary prin-
ciples of our Party according to which socialism is
th,e work of the mas,ses.
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WHAT CLASSES EXIST TODAY IN ALBANIA AND WIIAT

BEL,{TIONS EXIST AMONG THEM?

In analysing the socialist transforrn-ations in our

country, tfre ryttr Congress of the Party of Labor of

AIbaniL dnew the conclusion that, in general, othe

multi-form economy has been abolished in our coun-

try and a standard socialist system has been created

in its stead* Thus, the economic basis of socialism

has been set up both in town and in the country-
side. Therefone, the capitalist economy, the exploit-
ing classes and the exploitation of man by man have

been wiped out once and for aII time'
..The establishment of socialist relations in pro-

duction,', Comrade Enver Hoxha stated at the IVth
Congness of the Party of Labor of Albania, "brought
aborit a radi.,cal change in the old structure of the

classes of our society. The most characteristic and

fundamental feature of the class structur'e in our

country at the present stage is the existence of two
friendly classes, the worging class and the cooperati-
ve peasantry, their alliance under the leadership of

the-working class and the consolidation of the moral
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and politi,cal unity of all the working people on this
basis-.

In our country the working class came to being,
developed at a speedy rate and was temper'ed with
a new socialist conscience and world outlook during
the process of socialist construction.

As a result of this 'development, in 1967 the
workers, together with their families represented
about 3401s of. the total population of the cities.

What is of importance now is the fact that our
working class, while destroying the old regim'e, have
established their People's State Power and have be-
come masters of their own destinies, uninterruptedly
raising their ideological, political, educational, techni-
ca1 and professional level.

In the sarne way, with the complete application
of the collectivization of agriculture not only in the
Iowland but also on the hilly and mountainous areas,
socialist ownership and the new relations in pro-
duction wene further consolidated. A new class has
sprung up in the countryside, the cooperative pea-
santry, who have definitely embarked on the socialist
road"

The working class and the cooperative peasantry,
united into one sipgle community have strengthened
and are consolidating stifl further their alliance and
their unity around the Party.

During the period of socialist construction there
sprang up a new socialist intelligentsia made up of
the sons and daughters of the workers and peasants
who have b,een and are loyal to them, exerting all
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the efforts to further socialist construction in our
country.

In the process of socialist construction, the best
persons of that small intelligentsia which existed in
our country embraced also the cause of the people.

The alliance of the working class and the labor-
ing peasantry, under the leadership of the working
class and its Party, is the main social force which
builds socialism and, eventuallY, communism while
the realtions between these two classes and the stra-
tum of the intelligentsia are social relations, relations
of mutual aid ar,.^d collaboration. Special attentions is
therefore attached to this matter in our country.
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IIOW WAS SOCIALIST INDUSTRIALIZATION ACIIIEVED
IN ALBANIA?

Sizing up aright the major role played by in-
dustry as a leading branch of people's economy, our
Party and Government have always considered the
socialist industrialization of the country as one of the
most important tasks of socialist construction in AI-
bania. n

Its leading role lies in the fact that industry alone
is capable of securing the reorganization and deve-
Iopment of all the other bran'ches of economy, the
growth in number of the working class and the de-
fensive capacity of our country. Without an advanced
industry equipped with a modern technique and

technology, one cannot speak of building the material
and technical basis of socialism, of increasing pro-
duction and, on this basis, of continuously raising
the material and cultural welfare of the working
eIass. Therefore, the socialist industrialization of the
country constitutes an imp'erative objective, a ge-
neral law of socialist construction.
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Industrial Production
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Under the ,conditions of our country, the consis-
tent application of the policy of industrialization was
dictated by a series of reasons, most important of
which were:

Firstly, because socialist industrialization would
wipe out the great technical and scientific backward-
ness inherlted from the past. When our People's
State Power was established and our country had
embarked on the road to socialism, the contradiction
between the highly advanced political State Power
and th,e backwardness in the development of produc-
tion forces was very sharp. Prior to its liberation, Al-
bania was a backward agrarian country, in which a

great variety of agricultural and industrial crops were
unknown to the farmers. The small industry that
existed was of a handicraft manufacturing character
with a few w,orkshops and factories that could be
counted on one's fingers.

Secondly, because socialist industrialization
would put an end to the deep backwardness of agri-
cuture and would embark it on the road to its multi-
lateral socialist development.

Thirdlg, because the development of industry
would increase the number of workers who are the
main social prop of the People's State Power. Prior
to libera,tion, the number of workers engaged mainly
in industry was very limited, whereas with the de-
velopment of indu,stry the working class would not
only increase in numbers, but would also raise'their
educational, culturaI, technical and professional Ie-
vel. Its ideological, political, revolutionary and so-
cialist con,scienc€ would be fmrther tempered through



the Party teaching. A special role in this field
would be played by the Trade Union organizations.

Fourthly, because socialist industrialization
would consolidate technical and scientific indepen-
dence and would give free play to the principle of
self-reliance. By developing the various branches of
industry, imports of a series of goods would be lowe-
red- and the material and cultural needs of our work-
ing masses would be better fulfilled. These measures
would put an end to the time when Albania was for-
ced to import even the simplest articles of household
use.

Fi,fthly, because industrial development would
bring about those advantages which socialism crea-
ted over capitalism and pre-socialist communities.
By increasing industrial production and its gamma,
the material needs of the people would be better ful-
fi1led.

Sirthl,y, becau,se socialist industrialization would
increase the defensive potential of the country.

But in order to attain this goal and score the
results of industrial development, industrialization
should not be of any sort, but it should be a socia-
list industrialization. Marxism-Leninism teaches us
that it is imperative for socialist industrialization to
folIow the general criterion of a more rapid develop-
ment of heavy industry than of light industry, a more
rapid development of the industry of the means of
production than that of consumer goods: On the other
hand, the industrial development should be soundly
based on the raw materials availabe in the countrv
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and thus raise their value through the industrial pro-
CCSS.

Socialist industrialization requires a rational
distribution of industry throughout the country, in
order to eliminate the most backward status inheri-.
ted in some areas as compared with the other ones,
so as to bring about a harmonious and complex de-
velopment in each district.

In applying its policy of socialist industrialization
our Party firmly relied on the manpower and mate-
rial and monetary resources of the country. The
establishment of social ownership on the means of
production paved the way to the centralized accu-
mulation of all the monetary and material resources
which would be used for the developm,ent of the
country. The internal socialist accumulation covered
both the means secuned from the expropriation of
the bourgeoisie and landlords, the income from the
extraordinary taxation over war profits, the annul-
ment of the debts contracted by former Krng Zog,
from the banking system, etc. as weII as from the
exploitation of the means of socialist ownership.

Strictly observing the teaching of Marxism-Le-
ninism the Party of Labor of Albania set to work
to put these teachings in practice. At first, a 2-year
plan was drawn up (1949-50) and, later on, the sys-
tem of five-year plans was adopted. During two fi-
ve-year plans (1951-1960) our country was transfor-
med from the most backward agrarian country in
Europe, into an agrarian-industrial one while, at
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present, it is speeding ahead towards being transfor-
med into an industrial agrarian one with a complex
multilateral industry and with an advanced agricul-
ture based on modern agricultural technique.
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WIIAT ARE SOME OF THE MAIN SUBSOIL RESOURCES

OF TIIE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF ALBAIIIA?

The subsoil of Albania is quite rich in useful mi-
nerals. On the basis of geological and topographical
studies, a geological map has recently been publi-
shed. In this map one can see the massiveness of
these minerals. Thirty different kinds of metallic and

non-metallic minerals have been dis'coverd up to now
in Albania. A good part of them is being exploited
by industry, whereas geological research work is

going on pending their exploitation.
Among the metallic minerals that have 'been

found and are being explolted are ferno-nickel,
chromium, copper, etc.

Ferro-nickel began to be mined on the surface
for the first time after liberation.

It is important to note that this mineral contains
the two valuable components, iron and nickel. The
mineral contains from 60 to 70 per cent iron and
from 1,5 to 2 per cent nickel, but there are areas in
which these comlrcnents are found even in greater
quantities. It is to be mentioned also that the in-
dustrial reserves are found in considerable amounts.
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A large metallurgical plant will be built in Elbasan

ba,sed on the reserv'es of the ferro-nickel mine aI'

At pr,esent this mineral is being exported'

Chromium is another very important metallic
ore for our country. Albania is one of the most im-
portant countries in the world for its chrome reser-
ves and for the amount of chromium it mines' In gen'e-

metal. The
e from the
from some
rthern part

of the countrY.

is in more abundance.

Among non-metallic minerals, those exploited
ar,e: oil, gas, coa1, bittrmen, etc,

Oi1 fields are the main sources under exploitation'
Before liberation the oil resources wer'e brutally ex-
ploited by the monopolies of foneign capital,'nrainly
it"Iir,.r. Right after liberation, together with the re-
construction of the existing oil wells, research work
began for new ones' During the 3d five-year plan pe-

riod large amounts of methane and natural gas were
discovered which are being used at an ever larger
quantity in industrY.

The biturnen mines are the oldest in the country'
After liberation, just as it has happened with the
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other branches of our economy, these mines were
a1so moderniz,ed and b'etter equipped technically.

Coal is another wealth of the country, which is

the basis of fuel for our industry. Great reserves of
coal have recently been discovered in the vicinity of
towns whrch need great quantities of coal.

A clearer picture of the growth of production of
these minerals after liberation, thanks to the consis-
tent application of the policy of socialist industriali-
zation, is given in the table below:

(In 1000 tons)
I

Mineral proauc-\ 
1o3gIron I

1.18.116

12.820 1)

3.696

7.000

r950

131.763

s6.310
36.;i 10

40.860

52"197
r4.201

938

1968

365.589
286.721

5.il60
405.628

1 965

822.405

505.699
.OJ.JJJ
33 1.1 14

1. Crude oil of
which refined
oiI

2. Bitumen
3. Coal
4. Chromium

ore
5. CoPPer ore of

wirich Blister
oopper

6 Irerro-nickel

L89.'.t 45
290.596

2B(i.a75
81.477

att
255.A75

3r4.777
,1 0 0r,

4.1.82
400.019

l) processed bitumen.

Our country is rich in such other minerals as

bauxite, silver, sulphur, asbestos, c1ay, arsenic, etc'

. Wlth the estahlishment of the People's Po-

wer, a1l these riches are exploited in order to fur-
iher consolidate the econornic independence of the

country and raise the prosperity of our Fatherland
and people.
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TO WTIAT EXTENT IIAS INI,USTRY DEVEI,OPEDDURING

THE YEAES OF'PEOPLE'S POWER?

In line with the Party poiicy of the socialist in-
dustrialization of our country a new and modern in-

fold character of our industry is being further deve-

loped and ind,ustrial prod'uction further increased'

The achievement of these successes in the post-

as the Tirana *Stalin', Textile Mil1s with a capacity of

20 million meters of cotton fabrics, which were Ia-
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ter to be further completed and expanded, the Maliq
Sugar Refinery, the..Lenin" Hydro-power Station, the
opening and exploitation of a series of new mines
as that of coal in Memaliaj, of chrom,e in Bulqiza, the
reconstruction and expansion of the oitr-extracting
and processing industry in Stalin City, etc. In the
two-year period, reconstruction, moclernization and a

more rational distribution of the existing plants, fac-
tories and workshops were carried through. As a

r,esult, industrial production in 1950 was 4 times as

high as in 1938.
The development of industi:y was extremely

rapid, especially, during the four five-year pIans.
50 new State and cooperative enterprises of industrial
production were set up during the lst five-year
period alone. During the 2nd five-year period, 250
other important industrial and economic projects
were commissioned whereas 400 others started work
during the 3d five-year period.

The 4th five-year plan marked the beginning of
a n,ew stage of industrialization, that of the develop-
ment of the heavy processing industry. On the
basis of th,e d,evelopment of the mining industry, the
existing branches, such as the copp,er and chrome
metallurgy, mechanical and chemical industry, etc.
will be further expand,ed and new ones will be set
up. During the current five-year period alone, 37
important mines and industrial plants will be com-
missioned and the construction of many others will
begin which will be completed'during the next five-
year period. During the 4th five-year p,eriod there
will be set up works that may be easily compared
with those in advanced countries.
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At pres,ent, in our country there are tens of
oii fields and coal and mineral mines under exploita-
tion. We hav,e now secured our mineral basis. And still
neru richer and larger mines are being opened. At
present there is no district without industrjal €nter-
prises. Four cement factories with a capacity of frorn
100,000 lo 150,000 tons a year ,each have already star-
ted production. Spread all over the country, there are
about 170 industrial plants and machine shops such
as th,e Tractor Spare Parts Plant, the o.Enver" and
.Dinamo" machin,e-making plants in Tirana, rza-

rious regional workshops which by the encl of tr$70

will provide 700f.s of the spare parts and will furlher
increase the output of machines and of various ecluip-
ments. The power industry has been grea'r.ly aug-
mented by the construction of new hvdro-ei'ectric and
thet'mo-power plants which hav'e iircreased its ca-
pacity by over 90 times that of the pre-'var period.
The *Mao Tsetung,' Hydro-electric Porver'-p1ant on
the Drini river having an estabiished cilpacit'.r of
240,000 krv will be commissioned in 1971' A number
of brick, glass and buiiding material factories have
already been set up. The Fieri lditrate and l-aq
Phosphate Fertilizer plants as well as the Vlora Cal-
cinated and Caustic Soda plant have now been added
to our chemical industry. Relying on its sound basis,
subject to further expansion, our chernical industly
will successfully fu1fiI the needs of our econorny for
fertilizers and various other chemic;rl maierials and
products.

Our light and food-processing industries harre
marked a rapid improvement. The Tirana and Berat



Textile Mills, the Korqa and Shkodra Knitting Works
and a number of other factories satisfactorily meet

ttrre needs of our people for textiles and leave a sur-
plus for export. Additional shoe factories to those

of Shkodtu and Tirana have been set up in Gjiro-
kastra and Korqa as well as a rubber and plastic ma-
tei:ial factory in Durriis.

The food-processing industry boasts of 7 wineries,
breweries, bakeries, macaroni factories, fish, fruit and

vegetable canneries installed in various districts of
the country. Our country has now succeeded in throw-
ing its products on the foreign markets and in com-
peting with States far advanced in industry and hav-
ing old tradition in this domain.

As a result of these successes, the total output
of our industry in 1968 was 52 times as high as that
of tr9.38.
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HOW DO TI{E INDUSTRIAL ENTERPR[SES WORK OUI
THEIR PL"ANS?

One of the main advantages of our industrial
enterprises as compared with those in the capita-
list and revisionits countries is that a1I their economic
and productive activity is carried out according to
plan. Our enterprises carry out production, secure
equipment and raw materials, manpower and sale
of products always based on their plans. It is in this
way that our ,enter.prises have eLiminated, once for
aII, breaks in or, what would be worse stiIl, stoppage
of their production processes while such dangers are
unavoidable in the system of production of the ca-
pitalist or revisionist countries due to unrestrained
competition and the free play of prices in the market.

The main features of the plans of our industrial
enterprises, just as those of aII the other economic
enterprises, are that the working collective of each
enterprise draw up their own plan of economic and
productive activity, exercise constant supervision over
the work done and approve of the eventual changes



considered necessary at any specific time' Following
an intense Party activity to secure the broadest possi-

ble participation of the working people in drawing up

the plan of th"i. enterpris'es according to the directi-
,r". git"tt to them, the plans of each enterprise are

studrcd and approved by the higher organs in order

to coordinate with and adjust them to the interests

of the industry and of the people's €conomy in ge-

neral, the plan of each enterprise being parb of the

general State Planning sYstem.
The principle of ciemocratic centralization is con-

cretely appiiecl through the combinatjon of the creati-

ve iniiiative of the masses with it's approval by the cen-

tral state organs. Without a strict observance of this

principle, ii is im,possibLe to have a planned and

p.op"itiorr"1 development of peopie's economy' F ollo-
wing their approval ;by the central olrga-ns, the plans

of the various enterpris'es assume the form of Law

and are made obligatory to be carried out by the

lnterPrises
In order to have a better idea of this, iet u-s take

as an example the practioe followed for drawi'ng up
the 4th five-year plan (1966-1970).

Every enterprise sets up provisional pla-nnlng

councils and other forms to secure the participation
of the worker's masses in'drawing up its production
plans. Relying on the general directi.ve issued bv the
Farty and State organs and making use of the inner
reserves of production, these councils ciraw up a

draftplan. This is broadly discussed for some months

by the broad working masses and the employees of
the given'enterprises who, with thei:: knowledge and
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experience of many years at work, set up greater and
more mobilizing tasks' During the work for the ful-
filment of the p1an, many workers' collectives have
made, on their own initiative, progressive changes,

which make it possible for them to fulfil the plan
ahead of schedule, that is, before the end of the 4th
five-year period.

During the drawing up of the p1ans, the worker's
collectives and the planning organs of the entreprises

apply the Party and Comrade Enver Hoxha's instruc-
tions to put politics in command and to construct
socialism relying mainly on our own resources.

These instructions of special theoretical and
practical importance presuppose that the enterprises
should foresee as high and mobilizing production
tasks as possible so as to meet ever more increasingly
the demands of people's economy relying on an ever
higher exploitation of the inexhaustible availabilities
hidden in our socialist system of production. A clear
expression of the application of these plinciples is

the participation of thousands of workers anrl engi-
neers in the numerous revolutionary n'lovements to
produce mole, better, and cheaPer.



WHAT IS THE tsATIO BETWEEN INDUSTRY AND

AGRICULTURE IN ALBANIA?

To have an idea of this question one should

bear ivr mind that industry, in the true sense of

the word, did not exist at all in the pre-liberation
period. Industriai production in 1938 made up only
8 per cent of the global production of the country'
Industry secured onty 4 per cent of national income'

Only 13 per cent of the population lived in towns
while the other 87 per cent werq. engaged in agricul-
tural pursuits. Before liberation, industry, which
existed. only in certain cities, was in an extremel;,'
low leve1 of development and totally dependent on

machines and raw materials imported from abroad.
At present, Albania is steadily increasing its na-

tural resources, it processes its own oil, copper, iron
and its own agricultural raw materials, it turns out
machines, equipment, and chernical fertilizers, it
builds industrial pJ.ants and large hydro-electric po-
wer-stations. Its greatly developed industry turns
out in seven days as much production as during the
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rvhole l93B year. Thanks to these very high rates of
industrial progress, the ratio between industry and
agriculture has greatly changed. In 1965, industry
yielded 39 per cent of the global national income.
About 34 per cent of the population lived in towns
and 31 per cent of the total number of the workers
of our people's economy were engaged in industry.

The enhanced role.of industry in people's eco-
nomy is also seen in the improvement of the structu-
re of industry and, especiallly, in the rise of the spe-
cific weight of the production of production means.

The developm'ent of industry and its place in
the global industrial and agricultural production is

seen in the following tatrle:

1938 1 955 1960 1970
(plan

ned)

Gioba1 agricultural and industria]
production

Ot which

100 0 100 0 ,ooo 

/,ooo

a. General industrial outpui
b. General agricultural outPut

0.s \ 3s.3 48.4 J3.4
' oz.o \ 6 1.7 st .6 46.6

I

The great results achieved by our country in set-
ting up and developing its industry open to it even

more brilliant prospects and the future will see AI-
bania transformed into an advanced industrial coun-
try.
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WHAT .{R,E SOME OF TTIE DTOST IMPOtsTANT INtr}LTS-

TRIAL PROJECTS TIIAT WILL BE'SET UP IN AT-BA}TIA

TN THE DAYS TO COI1{E?

The prospects of industrial development in our
country are very promising indeed. A number of pro-
jects will be 'completed with the internationalist aid
of the People's Republic of China during the coming
five-year period. Work will begin on solne of thern
during the current five-year peri'od. Thirty impor-
tant projects are envisaged to be constructed.

One of them is the Elbasan Metallurgical Plant
which is envisaged to prooess 800,000 tons of ierlo-
nickel ore and turn out 25C,000 tons of rolLed steel as

well as considerable cluantities of pig iron a year.

Another big project will be the Fierza Hydro-
electric Power-'plant in the vicinity of Kukds with
a capacit5r of 400,000 kW, that is, more than that of
the existing hydro-electric power-plants, inchlding
that of Vau i Denjes, a year. This new hydlo-electric
power-plant will supply about 1,700,000 kWh of 'elec-
tric povrer a year"
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A complex oil refinery processing about one mil-
lion tons of crude oil a year will also be built' It will
process nearly as much crude oil as all our present

oil refineries do. A high capacity thermo-power plant
will be put uP adjacent to it'

Another important project wilt be that which
will iurn out 600 tons of polyvynii chloride and 7,500

tons of caustic soda (about 50!/6 more than the present

production of the Vlora Caustic Soda plant) as well
as other products necessary to our economy' This
project will rneet the needs of the Shkodra Copper

Wit. Plutt and the Durres Plastic Goods Factory
as well as other needs of our peopie's economy for
plastic materials.

The production of nitrate fertilizers will be

doubled., the Phosphate F'ertilizer P1ant, the Copper

and Chrome Agglomeration Plant, the Tractor Spare

b5,s ) ffif,

/ 938
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Parts Factory, the Fushi:-Kruja Cement Factory, the
Asbestos TiIe and Tube Factory will be expanded. A
fiber slate plant with a capacity of 5.000 cubic me-
ters a year, another paper rnill and a big polygra-
phic establishment, as well as new agglomeration
plants for copper, phosphate, asbestos and coal
(450,000 tons a year) and some new phosphate mines
will also be commissioned.

The development of the mineral industry will
assume fr,e,sh im,petus. New ferro-nickel mines with
an anual capacity of 500,000 to 700,000 tons a year,
a coal mine with an anual capacity of 210,000 tons
will be opened. The existing rnines will be provided
with new machinery and eqr-ripment.

These are only the most important projects, but
the Pary intends to develop also the other branches
of the light and food-processing industries, in order
to further raise the welfaire of the working masses.

The State or:gans are taking important steps to
train the cadres n'eeded for al1 these new industrial
proj'ects.
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IV

DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE

5 - 26lL



\/YHAT ADVANTAGES DO THE INDIYIDUAL .ECONOMIES
BEA,P FRPM JOIMNG IN AGRICULTURAL

COOP,ERAIIVES?

The only way to get rid of poverty in the coun-
tryside, to open unlimited prospects for its develop*
ment is that of the socialist collectivization of agri_
culture. This is a fact which has been proved by tfre
experience of our People's Repub1ic. The advantages
of collective over individual farms are num€rous and
eover all the aspects of social, political and ideologi_
cal life.

Collective farms carry out ail their activities ac-
cording to a p1an, in close coordination rr.,ith the d,e-
velopment of all the other branches of
Spontaneity, anarchy, price oscillations and
crises are unknown to them.

economy.
agrarian

The larger socialist farms have all posibilities to
o continuously
anced farming
to a far higher
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even be dreamt of in former times'
Socialist farms are constantly expanding their

production basis,
each passing year,
if we had stuck to
economies which
the impending threat of total ruin due to competition

or calamities of nature.

be ,educated in the spirit and on the principles of

collective socialist Iife.
In order to achieve this aim, work was begun

with joining individual farms 'in agricultural coope-

ratives of one or a number of villages' Being convin-

oed of the Perative sYstem, the

peasantry s of their own free

will. Coop a gradual waY, hand
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in hand with the progress of the clarifying work
among the peasants.

The collectivization of agriculture created new
social and econdmic conditions for the revolutionary
tempering of the new man of our society, for the
consolidation of the alliance of the working class with
the peasantiy under the leadership of the working
class.

The establishment of collective ownership in the
countryside m'ade possible the organization of collec-
tive work, the distribution of products according
to the work done, the combination of individual and
cooperative interests with the interests of the whole
society, giving always priority to general over indi-
vidual interests.

In creating the cooperatives, the Party has al-
ways observed the principle that the management and
the development of agriculture should be centralized
and carried out according to a general State Plan.

The collectivization of agriculture made it pos-
sible for the State Power to come to the aid of the
cooperatives. Tl'is aid strengthens the collective so-
cialist ownership in the countryside. The policy follo-
wed by our Party in the countryside has resulted in
important successes of the cooperatives and the state
farms.

But while we are applying with good results the
Marxist-Len-inist principles on the socialist transfor-
mation of agriculture, in the revisionist countries, as
in the Soviet Union and other countries where the
power is in the ,hands of the revisionist classes, col-
lectivism in agriculture is being done away with.
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They have renounced the principle of the planned
and centralized development of agriculture, and are
applying the principle of profit, material interest,
competition and fnee play of the market in its stead.
The acreage of individual land plots and the number
of individually-owned cattie have increased. It has
become quite common for families or groups of fa-
rnilies to be given land for private cultivation and to
keep the produce for themselves. The distinction of
exploiters and exploited among the peas,antry is be-
coming ever clearer and, while a n€w stratum of ku-
laks and speculatorrs is rising, the number of exploi-
ted peasantry keeps growing.

Under such conditions, discrimination in poor
and rich economies is unavoidable and leads this gra-
dually to the final destruction of the former and the
transformation of the latter into capitalist economies.
The plight of the ,peasants in the capitalist and re-
visionist countries, which are making swift steps
towards the re-establishment of the capitalist form
of production, demonstrates this better than anything
e1se.

The hidden agrarian super-population in the ca-
pitalist countries is a common phenomenon. Thou_
sands of peasants who cannot face competition are
obliged to abandon their lands and look for jobs as
workhands in kulak farms.



WHAT EOLE DOES AGBICULTUBE PLAY IN OUR
PEOPLE'S ECONOMY?

Special attention has been devoted to the deve-
lopment of agriculture for it is one of the most im-
portant branches of the economy. Our country should
have not only an advanced industry but also a highly
developed agricultune. The chief task set to our agri-
culture for this five-year period is to rapidly increa-
se its grain and potato production. The fulfilment of
these tasks is of decisive importance for it is also
directly linked with the further consolidation of the
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politicai and economic independence of our country'
*The struggle to ensure the daily bread in the country
has been and is for us a struggle for socialism'-

Another gneat task is
crops like cotton, sun-flo
and others necessary to ou
industries. Special care is being taken in developing
animal husbandry, in general, and cows, in particu-
Iar. There are now thousands of hectares of land
planted with fruit trees and vegetables. Our fruits
and vegetables ,compete'suc.cessfully in foreign mar-
kets.

Compar'ed with the 193?-1938 period agricultural
production during the 1966-1967 period has grown as

follows:

General agricultural pr'oduction -
of which:

Grains
Potato
Rice
Fruits
Cotton
Sugar beets (as compared with 1950)

2,9 times;

2,4 times
33,2 D

151 )

This has raised ever higher the role of agri'culture in
our people's economy, so that it is now meeting bet-
ter and better the ever increasing needs of the peo-
ple and of industry with food and raw materials.



IIOW IS THE IhICOME .OF AGN,ICULTURAL COOPERA-
TIviIs SHARED?

The general socialist criteria for the distribution
of the inccxme in agricultural cooperatives are sanc-
tioned in their standard Statute.:

The distribution of the income in the agricultural
cooperatives implies the fact that cooperative owner-
ship, as a form of social ownership in socialism, is a
sort of group ownership by the members of the coope-
rative. The production and the annual income of a
given cooperative belong to the members of that coo-
perative.

In our country, the cooperatives use their annual
income to ensure the normal-continuation of produc-
tion for the future, putting aside for this purpose
seeds, fodder, the funds for collective building con-
structions such as stables, cr6ches, kindergartens, etc.
and the funds to pay the M.T.S. for its work, to rneet
the obligations towards the State and to repay part
of the credits accorded by the State. They also put
aside funds, not exeeding 2 per cent of the annual
income, to assist families without breadearners.
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They add 10-15 per cent of their annual income
to the reserve funds, which constitutes the common
fund of the cooperative and the transitory fund from
which cooperative members are paid in the years
when the agricultural crops are meager. The coopera'
tive members secure a normal income without appre-
ciable differences from one year to another.

When all these funds have been put aside, then
they decide what part of the products are to be
sold to the State, what part are to be distributed
among or sold to the cooperative members. What
remains is shared a,mong the cooperative members ac-
cording to the number of work days each has put in.

As a ruIe, the cooperative advances to its mem-
bers instalm,ents of their incomes in kind and in cash
before the end of the year or the harvesting season.
A general account is drawn up at the end of each year
and each member of the cooperative is remunerated
for the number of work days he or she has put in.

By a special decree issued by the Party and Go-
vernment in Novem,ber 1969, the cooperatives of the
uplands are exempted from any repayment of credits
advanced to them by the State, no taxes are any
longer paid by the peasants, the State pays higher
prices for agricultural products like meat, wool and
so on, which it buys from the peasants, measures
these which go a long way to raising the incomes of
cooperative members. It is the General Assembly of
the cooperative which decides on how the income of
the cooperative is to b'e shared. Nothing is done in the
way of the distribution of incomes without the con-
sent of the cooperative membrers themselves. This

IO

shows the democratic nature of the distribution of the

income of the agricultural cooperatives" This practice

in itself demonstrates that the cooperative peasants

are,the real owners of th'eir coop'erative and that they
see to it that the'sociali,st principles of collective ow-
nership are carried through to the letter"



WIIAT ARE STATE FARMS AND WHAT ROLE DO THEY
PLAY IN THE PEOPLE'S ECONOMY?

State farms engage in agricultural and dairy
production work. They are the property of a1l the
people. Thir structure, work organization and remu-
neration are the same as those of the industrial en-
terprises (of course, taking into account the peculiari-
ties of agriculture). They r,epresent the highest form
of socialist ownership in agriculture.

The number of state farms and the rise of their-
level of rnechanization is shown as follows:

Number of state farms
Tractors reckoned at 15 HP
Plowland (in hectares)

1 960

29
7,248

59,700

1968
c.)

2,810
87,000

One can notice from the above that their number
and the position they hold in our agriculture has
been increasing steadily. Whereas in 7g47 our couniry
had only 13 state farms with 49 tractors, in 1g68 their
number ros,e to 32 with 2,810 tractors. Their role is
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very important to our economy not only for the
amount of agric,"rltural and dairy produce they turn
out, but for the example they set to the agricultural
cooperatives in general. In 1967, state farms secured 19

p,er cent of our agricultural and dairy production. In
general, state farms have a better organisation. a

higher 1evel of mechanization and give higher yields
than agricultural cooperatives.

Modern technique is widely used in state farms^
Therefore, state farns, being the highest form of so-
cialist ownership, have played a leading role in the
movement for agricultural cooperatives.

As concerns the exchange of experience, advan-
ced agricultural cooperatives on their part render
us,eful heip to State farms.
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WHO OWNS THE AGRICULTIIRAL MACTIINES ANI}
WHAT ROLE DO TIIE MACHINE .ITND TRACTOR

STATIONS PLAY?

Agricultural machines are State property in our
country. The Machine and Tractor Stations are State
enterprises administered according to the principle of
democratic eentralism just as the other State econo-
mic enterprises.

The M.T.S. in our country were first set up after
liberation. At the beginning there were only a few
of them and their equipment was limited. Alongside
with the progress of agriculture they also have increa-
sed in number and have cornpleted their equipment.
Their development for some years is as follows:

1960 1968

Number of Machine and Tracto:
Stations

Tractors reckoned at 15 HP eacl
Strubble field ploughing by
tractor (in hectares)

29

7,084

25

3,172
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Number of Tractors (reckoned at 15 HP)
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The M.T.S. carry out their activity not only wi-
thin the district. As the weather varies from one re-
gion to the other, the agricultural campaigns also
vary. When the lowland areas launch their campaigns,
then a good number of machines from the M.T.S. of
the other districts are concentrated there, and vice-
versa. Being State owned, the M.T.S. can maneuver
and use their macrrlines most efficiently.

The modern revisionists in the Soviet Union and
in some other revisionist countries, following the
course of the capitalist restoration, abolished the
M.T.S. and sold the machines to the agricultural co-
operatives. Thus, they passed from the highest type
of socialist ownership, state ownership, to a lower
type, to group ownership. Not only this, but the ma-
chines were bought mainly by rich cooperatives.
Thus, the gap betwe'en richer and poorer kolkhozes
grew still deeper. In fact, these machines, althor.lgh
they figure as collectively owned, serve mainly to rai-
se the profits of the new strata of the bourgeoisie in
the countryside. The consequences of this antiso-
cialist and counter-revolutionary measure are already
known to all. It has led to the rise of difficulties in
agriculture, to the inefficient use of agricultural
machines, to the intensification of the exploitation of
the peasantry and, as a r.esult, to the fall of agricultu-
ral production.



TIOW ARE AGRICI]LTI]RAL COOPERATIVES RUN AND

WHO IS AUTIIOBIZED TO TAKE DECISIONS ON THEIR
AFFAIRS?

The statute of the agricultural cooperatives sti-
pulates that the management of the agricultural coo-
peratives is carri,ed out on the basis of internal coope-
rative democracy as a constituent part of socialist de-

mocracy and on the principle of democratic centrali-
zation.

The highest organ of the cooperativg which deci'
des on all matters concenring its activity, is the Ge-
neral Assembly of ali its members. To manage the
affairs of the cooperative during the period between
two general meetings, a general council is elected"
Usually it is made up of from five to fifteen rnernbers,
according to the size of the cooperative. The General
Assembly of the members elects, for a two-year term,
the chairman and his deputies who are r'esponsible
for the administration of the cooperative and who
see to it that the decisions of the General Assembly
are properly carried through. Brigade and other
leaders of the cooperative are approved by the gene-
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ral meeting of aIl the members after due'consultation.
The General Assembly also elects a controlling

and auditting commission composed of 3 to 9 mem-
bers, which is charged with the task of exercising con-
trol and supervision on aII the organs of the coopera-
tive as well as on its economic, financial and organi-
zational activities. To fulfil its tasks, the commission
is assisted by various cooperative members. It nenders
account of its activity to the General Assembly.

As can be clearly seen, in electing people to the
leading organs of agricultural coop,eratives socialist
democracy is fully applied in our People's Republic.
Persons from among the best members of the coope-
rative are elected to organs of leadership. Those elec-
ted enjoy no privilege whatsoever. They are obli-
ged to maintain close contacts with the cooperative
members. Members of the cooperative Executive
Council, that is, the chaiman, deputy-chairman or em-
ployees, have to work 100 and more days a year in
actual production work together with the other coope-
rative mem,bersand are paid at the sam,e rat,e a,s they
with only a slight difference.

The General Assembly, the Executive Council
and all the other organs of the coop,erative are guided
by the teachings of the Party and by the grassroot
organization in each cooperative.

In the revisionist countries, these deeply demo-
cratic and socialist principles of the org,anization and
administration of agricultural cooperatives are now
tra5npJed underfoot. The revisicnists have wrecked
the cooperative order in this field, too. In the Soviet
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Union and other revisionist countries, socialist owner-
ship is being restricted and individual capitalist ow-
nership expanding in the form of privately-owned
land plots. The Statute of Agricultural Cooperatives
in the Soviet Union ,provides that such a plot can
have the size of 0,4 hectare, in Bulgaria every
family is given 0,3 hectare in the lowlands and
0,6 h,ectares in the highlands. Thus the collectivized
socialist ownership is being transforrned into private
owner,ship, cooperatives being kept only pro forma,

Under such conditions, the members of the ad-
ministrative staff of the cooperatives, who get larger
incomes through the exploitation of the peasants, ha-
ve built ,mansions and vi1las of their own which they
rcnt out as hotels to other people. Managers of col-
lective farms receive wages which are several times
higher than those of the simple cooperative members.
This is how the new caste of bourgeois and kulaks is
aonstituted to serve as a social prop of the revisionist
clique in the countryside.

Theprinciples of cooperative democracy arre tram-
pled upon by the revisionists through the extension
of the authority of the managers and the curtailment
of the rights of the mass,es.

On the contrary, the cooperative peasantry of our
country, strictly abiding by the teachings or Marxism-
L,eninism, through their General Assembly (which
ane held at regular intervals), have full authority to:

approve the Statute and inner regulations;

- endorse perspective and short time plans;
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- admit new members, have a say in the distri-
bution of the income and of the different funds;

- fix the work and remuneration norms for
each working day;

- approve their merger with other cooperatives
and their relations with them, etc., etc.
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WIIAT MEASURES EAVE BEEN AND ABE BEING TAKEN
TO INTENSIFY AGBICULTUBE?

Our agricultural workers have been assigned the
task of securing, during the 4th five-y,ear period, an
increas,e of 82 per cent in grain production by raising
productivity and only 18 per cent by increasing the
area of arable land. Sun-flower, tobacco, cotton and
sugalbeet yi,elds will increase only by raising produc-
tivity.Thus, our agriculture will progress further on
the road of its all-round modernization.

The main road to be followed for the rapid increa-
se of agrioultural production is tr,Lat of intensifying
agriculture, that, is, its productivity. Now the agri-
cultural workers are rapidly turning from small high-
yield experimental plots to a large-scale intensifica-
tion of agriculture in brigades, cooperative and in
whole districts.

This qualitative big Ieap forward in our agricul-
ture is the result of an ever broader use of modern
farming machines and the employment of an ever
increasing number of agronomists and zootechnicians.
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10,008 tractors (reckoned at 15 HP) wer,e plough-
ing our fields in 1968, 4/5 of which in agricultural
cooperatives and 1/5 in State farms.

A rapid development has also been achieved in
the increase of the area under irrigation, which is
shown in the following table:

29,t
135,3
227,2

463,0
780,?

As is seen, the land rrnder irrigation in 1967
made up about 47,3 per cent of the arable land whe-
reas in 1938 it made up only 10 per cent. of it. If we
take into ,consideration that the ar,ea of the arable
land in 1938 was 276,000 hectares and, in 1967, it
rose to 481.000 hectares, then it is clear that
irrigated land has loeen greatly extended. On
the other hand, work has been continuously intensi-
fied. Irrigation cannals now run even through hilly
and mountainous areas. Nevertheless, there remains
still much to be done if we are to achieve our objec-
tives for an all-out intensification of agriculture.
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Another factor influencing the growth of produc-
tivity are selected seeds, chemical fertilizers and in-
s,ecticides which are b,eing distributed by the State
in ever larger quantities. This is seen in the following
table:

in tons

Selected soeds
Chemical fertilizers
Insecticides

Item I ,ruo i ,ruo ,;l-r----
I n,rou | ,r,urn 1e,63e

| 5,202 | 27,952 81,646

I 
138 

| 
785 2,634

Whith the commission of two large chemical fer-
tilizer plants in Fier and Lag, our agriculture is being
furnished with ever increasing quantities of fertili-
zers. Soon the production capacity of these plants
will be doubled. Besides this, the use of organic fer-
tilizers will al,so be increased.

tsesides these factors which play an important
role in the intensifieation of agriculture, the organiza-
tion of work has also been greatly improv,ed.

Land reclaiming is also very important for the
rapid development of agriculture; vast areas of hi1ly
land of the country have been reclaimed. At the Bth
Party Congress, Comrade Enver Hoxha launched the
slogan ..Let us take to the hilts and mountains and
make them as fertile and beautiful as the plains!-.
The 4th five-year plan provides for the reclarn,ation
of 115.000 hectares of land which repres,ents, about
1/5 of the arable land in our country. In many dis-
tricts, this task has already been carried out.
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Our youth will play an important role in reclaim-
ing'new hilly and mountain lands and in populating
them.

..The main people who ,should come to popu-
late mountain farms,,, said Comrade E' Hoxha
at the 5th Party Congress, ..should be the townspeople
and, especially, the youth who are daring, patriotic,
fuII of enthusiasm and always prompt to respond to
the Party call-.

The complete electrification of all the villages of
our country will be of great importance to the life of
the countryside and the growth of agricultural pro-
duction.
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WTIAT ARE TIIE OBJECTIVES OE' TTIE SCIENTIFIC AND

TECHNICAL R,EVOLUTION?

The construction, first, of socialism and, then, of

communism in our country is a process of far-sweep-
ing changes in the uninterrupted development of so-

cialist revolution. In or'der to secure the complete
and final victory of the socialist over the capitalist
course, it is imperative to see to it that the socialist
revolutiorr assumes a constant and uninterrupted de-

velopment in aII fields of life. The technical and scien-
tific revolution is part and parcel of this revolution.
.This revolution is keeping paoe with the ideologi-
cal and cultural revolution and is Ied by the Party in
conformity with the general laws of revolution and

of economic, scientific and technical development.

Under the conditions of our socialist economy,
the objectives of the technical and scientific revolu-
tion are laid down by the PartY.

As a component part of socialist revolution, the
technical and scientific revolution is a revolution
which is not carried out within a given timetable,
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but it remains a permanent task, because the deve-
Iopment of science and technique has no limit.

Nevertheless, the technical and scientific revo-
lution in various sites of socialist construction has dif-
ferent aims and tasks. Under the actual conditions,
the tasks of this revolution spring from the basic
objective of the Party aiming at the transformation
of our country from an agrarian-industrial country
into an industrial-agrarian one, with the prospects of
becoming an advanced industrial country with an
advanced agriculture and with a high standard of
Iiving for he working masses.

For this purpos,e, the 4th five-year plan (1966-
1970) aonsiders it ars its main 'task to further de-
velop the production forces of the country. This will
be achieved by continuing the socialist industrializa-
tion of the ,country and raising industri'al production
by a better use of the existing production capacities
and setting up new works, by making fresh efforts
for a more rapid development of agriculture, especial-
ly, of the production of grains, by the further intensi-
fication of agriculture. On this basis, the rvellbeing
of the people will be raised and the defensive power
of our country will be increased. Alongside with this,
socialist relations in production wiII be further per-
fected in a revolutionary way, the discrepancy bet-
ween town and the countryside, b,etween industry
and agriculture and between intellectual and manual
work will be greatty done away with, the ideological
and cultural level of the people will be raised, the
proletarian dictatorship and the unity of the people
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around the Party wiil be strengthened still further.
These directives of the Party are the main source for
deepening the technical and scientific revolution in
the actual conditions of our country. The aim of this
revolution is to further develop the production forces
of the country so as to go with swift strides to'wards
the establishment of the material and technical basis
of socialism, passing over to modern industrial pro-
duction and advanced technique in agriculture and
eliminating handicraft production everywhere. This
is also the basic direction for the technical and ,scien-

tific revolution at the present stage of socialist con-
struction in Albania.

The heretofore development of the production
forces and of the material and technical basis of
socialism has, at the same tim,e, been a process of the
technical and scientific progress in all the fields of
people's economy. The result of this progress can be
clearly seen in the transformation of our country from
a backward agrarian into an advanced agrarian-in-
dustrial one, passing from small scale over to large-
scale socialist production based on advanced techni-
que. Now we are making a big step towards setting
up and developing new branches of industry such as

the metallurgical, machine-making, chemical and po-
wer industries which are of greatest importance to
the consolidation of the economic independence and
the defensive potential of o,tr eountrY.

Great tasks lie ahead for our agricultural wor-
kers who have to raise all tr,r'e grain that is needed
in the country, all the raw mr',"eria1 indispensable for
the light and food-proeessing industries for both the
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home market and export. In construction, transport,
trade and everywher,e great tasks Iie ahead. A11 this
complex development requires a further deepening
of the technical and scientific revolution.

That is why, in making the masses aware of the-
se objectives, the Party has caltred on them to put a1l

their efforts to the development of this revolution.
The workers are everywhere engaged in a broad mass
movement for mechanizing production processes, for
producing new machinery and equipment, for setting
up whole fattories relying on their own resources,
for p,erfecting technology and work organization.

In the aountryside, the movement for deepening
the technical and scientific revolution is advancing
through the efforts exerted in intensifying agricultu-
re, in introducing modern agrotechnique, in raising
ou,tput and in completing the electric reticulation
of a1I the rural areas of the country by B November
1971, on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the
founding of our Party of Labor. In the countryside,
work is being done to process agricultural and dairy
products, to develop handicrafts and to organize
broader social services. The technical and scientific
revolution has been extended to education and to
other sectors as well.

The deepening of this revolution in our country
aims not only at perfecting the material and techni-
cal basis of socialisrn but also at improving the so-
cialist relations in production. This is expressed in
the extension and developm,ent of socialisb owner-
ship, in making work pr,ocesses easier and in narrow-
ing down the gap between mental and manual labor
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and between the town and the countryside. It is for
this reason that this revolution differs a great deal
from the technical and s,cientific r,evolution which is
being carried on in the capitalist countries. In those
countries, the perfection of technique is made at the
ex,pens,e of workers, in order to increase the pro-
fits of the capitalists, When new machines ar€ intro-
duced, part of the workers are thrown into the street.
Work is there intensified beyond the mental and phy-
sical endurance of the workers. It is for this reason
that, contrary to what is happening with us, workers
in capitalist countries are not interested at aII in
technical progress. Therefore, in essence, quite at
variance with what is happening in socialism, the
workers in capitalist countries have no interest what-
soever in and find no encouragement for technical
and scientific progress.
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WIIAT IS MEANT BY THE MATEBIAL AND TECHNICAL
BASIS OF SOCIALISM AND HOW IS IT BEING SET UP IN

TIIE PEOPLE'S BEPUBLIC OF ALBANIA?

The coriplete construction of socialist society
cannot be conceived without the corresponding cons-
truction of its material and technical basis. That's
why the Party and the State have devoted and are
devoting special attention to this problem-

What should be understood by the complete
eonstruction of the material and technical basis of
socialism? It m,eans the cr,eation of a developed di-
versified economy based chiefly on modern industry
and intensive agriculture, a high productive economy
nelying on its own resources, equiped with modern
machinery capable of fulfilling the needs of the p,eople
in the best possibl,e way and of raising the defensive
power of the country. Guided by this aim, our Party
has applied, during the period following liberation,
a correct political line.

With the beginning of socialist construction, the
contrast was sharpened between the advanced poli-
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tical power and the backward econony, between the
new socialist relations of the socialist sector of eco-
nomy and the low level of productive forces. In eco-
nomy monocultural primitive agriculture prevailed.
Industry could handly be said to exist. Foreign trade
had a marked passive balance with the characteris-
tics of a dependent and semicolonial country plunde-
red by the imperialist powers. The key positions of
the economy were held by foreign capital.

The oocupation of the ,country and the subse-
quent war ruined still further its economy and pushed
still more backwards its productive forcres. 28,000 of
its inhabitants were kiIled, tens of thousands remai-
ned homeless, while the total material loss reached
1,5 billion U.S. dollars.

It was under such conditions that the Party and
the State began working in reconstructing the country
and developing its productive forces, in buiding the
material and technical basis of socialism. In ord,er
to achieve this aim the Party issued the ori,entation
to carr;t out socialist industrialization and the electri-
fication of the country, to establish a diversified eco-
nomy based mainly on industry and agriculture. In
fulfilling this task, the principle of relying on our
own resources has always been kept in mind.
The application of this line made it possible for A1-
bania to be transformed from a backward agricul-
tural country into an advanced agrarian-industrial
one. A series of new branches of heavy and light
industry have already been set up in our country.
They are equipped with modern machinery so as to
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play a leading role in the economy, by supporting
agriculture and further developing it'

The ,creation of the cooperative ord'er in the
countryside gave a fresh impulse to the development
of the production forces and the strengthening of the
material and technical'basis. The area of arable land
has been doubled. Wheat productivity has also been

doubled, About 50 per cent of the whole arable area

has been brought under irrigation. Over 9,500 tractors
reckoned at 15 HP each now plough our fields.

Other branches of economy have also developed
with rapidity. The technical and scientific revolution
has played an important role in achieving these re-
sults.

Under the actual conditions, the Party has put
its accent on the need of developing the production
forces at a faster rate. At the third Plenum of the
Central Committee of the Party, Comrade Enver
Hoxha stressed *The technical revolution should be

on the order of the day.. Therefore, he outlined the
programatic task: *Let us work for the technical and

scientific revolution with redoubled efforts not only
in industry but also in agriculture and in all the other
sectors".

To carry out these teachings, our working masses

have already set up by their own efforts hundreds
of new lines, secti'ons and factories so as to pass over
to modern industrial production and advanced agro-
techniqu,e, surmounting the existing handicraft sta-
ge of developrnent.
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WIIAT &OLE DO THE MASSES PLAY IN THE DEVE-

T,OPMENT AND DEEPENING OF THE TECHNICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC BEYOLUTION?

The laboring masses themselves are concerned
with carrying forward the technical and scientific
revolution in the People's Republic of Albania. Speak-
ing on this matter Comrade Enver Hoxha has stres-
sgfl olt would be a mistake to think that the techni-
cal and scientific revolution will be carried forward
only by some scholars who possess both theory and
scienc,e, even if there wer'e thousands of them' No,
just as,ev€ry genuine r'evolution, technical and scien-
tific revolution will be carried out by the broad mas-
ses of the people, by the broad masses of the work-
ing people. . .,, That's why, based on these teachings,
our people have,embarked on continuous and intensi-
ve mass actions and movernents. Just as everywhere
e1se, our working class is piaying a vanguard role
in this direction,

A broad mass action has been launched now in
our country to produce, by our cwn efforts, rnachi-



nery, equipm,ent and even whole factories and esta-
blishrnents. Thanks to their revolutionary initiatives,
our workers and engineers have built engines, elec-
tric-motors, cranes, Iifts, scrapers, pr'esses of 300-500
tons, Iathes, threshers, cultivators, silage cutters, hea-
ters, transporters, pumps, complete equiments for in-
dustrial plants, such as the *Dajti'n and ..Tirana>
plants, the wireless-set assembly shop in Durres,
the cement works in Tirana, potato meal grind-
ing mills, etc. During the thnee y,earrs of this
five-year period (1966-1968) ther,e were made
over 200,000 rationalization proposals of which
over 170,000 were approved as against the
66,000 rationalization proposals (46,000 appro-
ved) during the preaeding fiveyear period. This
demonstrates that the participation of the masses in
the broad movement of innovations and rationaliza-
tions has been further expanded within the frame-
work of the revolutionization of the whole life of the
country.

Our agricultural workers are increasing their
participation in mass experimentation in agricultu-
re to increase productivity. The great revo-
lutionary drive in agriculture to harvest 29-30 quin-
tals of wheat from one third and 40-50 quintals of
rnaize from one fourth of the planted area has acti-
vized still further our patriotic peasantry.

Our people's intelligentsia, merged and closely
linked with the working people, is also rendering a
great contribution to the deepening of the technical
and scientific revolution. The educational work of the
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Party plays a great role in the ever growing partici-
pation of the workers in this revolution. Such educa-
tional work is also carried on by the trade union or-
ganizations and other mass organizations.

Looking at the problem in perspective, the Party
has called on the youth to become the main factor of
the technical and scientific revolution. The close link
between theory and practice, between school and life
is raising the participation of the youth in direct pro-
duction and increasing both their theoretical know-
ledge and practical skill.

In order to further broad'en the participation of
the masses in the technical and scientific revolution,
advanced experience is being further summed up
and spread all over the country. Numerous scientific
sessions have been held at which not only
engineers, technicians and specialists but also
workers and cooperative members take the floor"
Consultations, seminaries and exhibitions of new arti-
cles are being organized. The aim of these sessions is
to pass from discussions over to concrete mass ac-
tions.

Another very effective forrn to secure the par-
ticipation of the mas,ses in the technological and scien-
tific revolution is to organize the spreading of
technological and scientific information and the r.lse

of technological literature. These as well as the other
forms found practical in the days to corne will broa-
den the horizon of their knowledge.
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IIOW ARE THE WORKERS AFFECTED iBY THE MECHANI-
ZATION AND AUTOMATTZATION OF PRODUCTION?

In capitalist countries, modern technique is a

means by which the capitalists increase the exploi-
tation of the workers and extract bigger profits,
Ieading at the same time to mass unemployment.
Under capitalist conditions, the introduction of new
rnachines increases the intensity of work, acc,entuates
explotation, multipli,es accidents, bringing about the
destruction and untimely decline of the working po-
wer. On the one extreme, it developes the creative
forcres while, on the other. it leades to mental degra-
dation. The rvorkers are turned into sirnple appenda-
ges of rnechanism.

trn full contrast with what happens in capitalism,
hhe airn of production in socialist society is to keep
raising to a higher level the materiaL and cultural
welfare of the working masses and, on this basis,
to ,continuously improve their working and living con-
ditions. The constant perfecting of production through
the i.ntroduction of new equipment serves precisetry
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the achievement of this goal. It is for this reason that
in our country the introduction of advanced techni-
que, the replacement of manual with mechanized and
automatized working processes is stimulated.

In socialist society science and technique serve
the development of socialist economy, the improve-
ment of the material welfare of the masses and the
uplift of their cultural level. Through an ever higher
degree of mechanization and automatization, working
conditions become lighter doing gradually away with
hard and unqualified manual labor. The aim of me-
chanization and automatization of production is to
gradually lead to the shortening of the working day
below eight hours, thus allowing the workers more
free time to devote to their,educational and technical
and vocational uplift.

On the other hand, mechanization in our country
aims also at gradually narrowing down the essential
discrepancy between manual and mental work. Me-
chanization and automatization play an important role
in this direction for, on the one hand, they d,emand
of our workers higher qualification and deeper scien-
tific knowledge and, on the other, they create real
possibilities for training,cadnes.

Thanks to the mechanization and automatization
of production in our country work productivity has
grown to a per'ceptible degree and production costs
have gone down. On this basis it has been possible to
lower prices of products and to secure an ever greater
increase of the accumulation funds for the uninterryp-
ted expansion and perfection of production. But the
introduction of new machines in our countrv aims aI-

I Lr8

so at making part of manpower available for other
production fields. The need for manpower is felt and
will be felt even more in the future, because our
system of economy is built in such a way as to demand
from everyone to be engaged in some sort of work
and to exploit every possible means for the prosperity
of the country and the welfar,e of the broad masses
of the people.
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VI

TRAINING CADRES



HOW AEE QUALIFIED WORKEES AI$D SPECIALISTS
BEING TRAINED?

The reproduction of man-power in our country
cannot be a reproduction of workers and cadres in
general, but a reproduction of workers and cadres en-
dow,ed with as broad technical, ideological and poli-
tical knowledg,e as possible. Various kinds of schools
and courses are open to the workers for their edu-
cational, cultural, technical and professional training.
The great increase of the vzorkers' army in our country
during these"25 years has taken place according to
plan, in conformity with the laws of the gen'eral eco-
nomic development of the country. It has kept pace

with the rate of development of production at the
various stages of socialist construction. The ideological
and political training and the qualification of the
workers are important State and social problems.
They are a component part of the many-sided work
for economic and cultural development.

Our Party of Labor has atrways devoted its grea-
test attention to the vocational training of the workers
and to their further clualification, considering this as
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a great problem closely linked with the successful so-

lution of all the other problems. Under the conditions
of the huge work for the speedy industrialization of
the country, which requires that the workers be

taught the necessary technical knowledge within the
shortest time possible, the road followed at the begin-
ning wa's that of training them mainly in the actuai
process of production. At the same time, our working
and production centers became important schools for
the worker's ideological, political and revolutionary
education.

As a result of this, the number of our workers
has been increasing with each passing year. Now, in
different sectors of our economy, there are 350,000

workers as against the 150.000 worker,s Albania had in
1.938, or over 23 times that number. About 120,000 of
them are qualified workers. At the same time, the
country's population has doubled. The big growth
of the working class as compared with the increase
of the population demonstrates its expanded repro-
duction,

Besides the training of the new qualified workers
in the actual process of work, there are now lower
vocational schools opened at the enterprises and nu-
merous courses attended by workers with or without
a break in their jobs. If the worker attends a school

or a course without interrupting his work. he works
from six to seven hours a day and is remunerateC at
the same rate as the others.

46,000 workers from economic enterprises alone
attended various vocational schools in 1969. There
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are 80 evening technical correspondence schools at-
tended by 15.000 workers and seven branches of the
State University of Tirana and the Higher State Ins-
titute of Agriculture with 8 courses.

Over 100,000 cooperative peasants are attending
various agricultural courses this year.



WIIAT BOAD EAS BEEN FOLLO1VED IN ALBA'NIA T'OR

TRAINING CADBES?

-Being a factor of a very great importance in the

all-out d,evelopment of our economy, the training and

qualification of cadres has been an'd continues to I:e
a cardinal problem in our country. In the pre-libera-
tion period, 85% of the population were illiterate'
Albania of those days had only 380 cadres of higher
and about 2000 cadres of medium training, 1,600 of
whom were teachers. The problem of cadres became

acute during the National-liberation War period. It
was during this period that a fierce ideological strug-
gle had to be waged against those preaching to post-
pone the solution of this problem until after the war,.
Cadres were trained during the war from among the
people, among workers and peasants. The war was
carried on with these cadres who led the pattizan
units and brigades.

Following the liberation of the country, part of
these cadres were appointed to different posts of our
State administration, economy and 'culture. At the
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same time, they completed thetr training in'evening
schools and courses.

trmmediate steps were taken after liberation to
fight illiteracy. Men and women of appropriate edu-
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cation were appointed as teachers. They volunteered
to go to the countryside and work there for a certain
period of time. The war and the ensuing reconstruc-
tion work were also a great school for a good number
of our cadres.

The experience of these 25 years after libera-
tion of our Fatherland has gone to show the correct-
ness of the road followed in training cadres. Our
people's revolution smashed the old State machine
and our new cadres, chosen from among the ranks of
the working class and the working peasantry, tempe-
red in the 'struggle for liberation and socialist cons-
truction of the country, took the administration of
the new State organs in their hands.

Firmly relying on the everlasting teachings of
Marxism-Leninism that no ruling class can run the
State without its intelligentsia, the Party of Labor of
Albania, did its best to train the people's intelli-
gentsia, mainly'drawn from among the ranks of the
working class and the peasantry. With the spread of
education, a broad network of lower and middle vo-
cational schools for cadres of medium training and
of higher schools for the majority of cadr'es of higher
training were opened.

Great changes have taken place in this field. In
our country there are at present about 14,000 cadres
of higher training, over 35,000 cadres of medium
training and over 180,000 qualified workers. These
successes in cadre training are closely linked with
all the successes our country has achieved during the-
se 25 years after liberation.

Our higher and medium trained cadres together
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with the workers have solved and are succesfully
solving numerous and complex probl,ems. In the ranks
of our intelligentsia there are at present talented mas-
t,ers and innovators, who splendidly apply modern
technique, who design projects and build them in mar-
velous way. They drew up the proj,ect and build up
the oil refinery in Fier, the copper plant in Kuktjs, the
coke plant in Sta1i,n City and tens of other such works.
Cadres are now an important factor in the further
development of our technical-scientific r,evolution.

Despite the successes achieved in training cadres.
there still remains much to be done. In our country,
production and culture will alway need,cadres, for
socialism itself creates such demands.

The Eighth Plenum of the Central Committee of
the Party of Labor of Albania on the revolutioniza-
tion of our schools opened new and splendid prospects
to the progress in education and in cadre training" The
resolutions of the Plenum and Comrade Enver Hoxha,s
speech are a great program for successful fulfilment
of the task for the training and qualification of ca-
dres, they will further enliven the present forms,
finding new ways to speed up the training of cadres,
so as to better respond to the necessities of the fu-
ture development of our economy and culture. In the
midst of the working class, our cadres will achieve
a higher scientific standard and will carry out more
skilled work in the midst of the working class. In this
way they will be more capable of advancing science
and technique.
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WIIAT ABOUT THE CADRES 9F MEDIUM AND HIGIIER

TBAINING?

philosophers, etc.' A.^, result of the steps taken by the People's Go-

vernment, the number of cadres of medium training
increased year after year and from one five-year
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period to another. They increased especially during
the 3d and 4th five-year periods. An average of
3,500-4,000 cadres of medium training graduated
during the-4th five-year period.

With the great progress of our people's education
and the creation of a broad network of middle and,
particularly, of vocational schools, it became possible
to prepare cadres of medium and higher training in
th,e country, establishing a number of institutes
for this purpose. A gr'eat victory of our People's
Power was the founding of the State Univer-
sity of Tirana in 1957. The State University of
Tirana, which has now become a big educational and
scientific center of the country, trains the largest
number of our higher cadres.

During the first period of the activity of our
institutes of higher ,education only from 30 to 40
per cent of the graduates from our secondary schools
pursued their higher studies at home and abroad. But
things have changed now due to the expansion of our
middle school education, which has and is becoming
the main source of augmenting the number of students
attending our higher institutes of learning. At pr,e-
sent, about 80-85 per cent of the university students
come from these schools, whereas, the other 1b-20 per
cent com,e from vocational schools and pr:oduction
cent,ers. The average number of our university gra-
duates every year is over 1,300, i. e. 4 times the
number of cadres with higher education Albania had
in 1938. There are now over 45,000 cadres of higher.
and medium training.

Alongside with the n6rmal way of training cadres,
other ways and forms of shorter periods of study are
722
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applied due to the urgent need for cadres. For some
years higher and medium vocational training courses
Iasting from two to three years were opened at some
institutes of higher education and at the University
to train, within the shortest time possible, leading
cadres and vanguard workers who, because of their
participation in the war ancl in the construction work
of the first years of our People's Power, had not
been able to attend regular schools and acquire the
corresponding education. These m,easures yielded ve-'
ry good results making it possible for the leading
cadr,es of our State and of our economic organs as

well as of the vanguard workers, to make a better use
of their long experience, on the one hand, anci to edu-
cate the mass of our school youth, on the other.

The Khrushchevite revisionists did their utmost
to hamper socialist contruction in our country in this
field as vrell. In addition to other measures, they with-
drew all the Soviet specialists from Albania, on the
one hand, and brutally expelled from the Soviet Un-
ion all the Albanian students forcing them to cut short
their studies there. They hoped to make our people
give up building socialism and to paralyze th,e econo-
my and culture of our country. But th,eir plans met
with coio.plete failure. Far from being brought to a

standstill, Albania, on the contrary, marched further
ahead. It is now building the material and technical
basis of socialism, relying mainly on her own resour-
ces.
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WHAT KII\ID OF COOPEIIATION EXISTS BETWEEN OUB
MEN OF SCIENCE AND TIIOSE OF PRODUCTION?

fn our country, close ties of cooperation exist bet-
ween men of science and those of production. Engi-
neers, technicians, specialists of various production
branches strive together with the workers to solve
production problems. The fact that engineers, techni-
cians and the administration staff of the enterprises
spend 70-100 days in direct production work has
greatly developed their collaboration with the wor-
kers in the field of science and technique.

Thus, the workers increase their theoretical
knowledge, while the engineers and technicians ac-
quire more skill in practical work.

The close ties of the technical, technological and
consultative bureaux of the enterprises with the
workers are another forrn of this collaboration. The
studies of the specialists of the technical bureaux aim
at solving concrete production problems which can
be resolved only in close touch with the working class.
The most gifted workers are members of these bu-
reaux.

But a new and greater impetus to the relations
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between the men of science and technique and those
of production has been given by the organization of
large-scaIe scientific experirnentation and technic*
and scientific forums. The workers and peasants are
raising their theoretical knowledge and technical-vo-
cational skill by ,coureag,eouslv car:rying on the scien-
tific experimentation of new and more advanced
rnethods of work both in industry and agriculture,
building construction, transport, etc. Thus, for insLan-
ce, in agriculture, groups of cooperative farmers have
chosen plots of ground where they experiment the
application of new methods of farming technique.
And the results have been considerable indeed. So-
me of these groups have succeeded in receiving 55 to
40 quintals of wheat or 100 to 110 quintals of rnaize
per hectare. The same thing is done in industry as
regards the application of new technique. Thus, with-
in the framework of technical and scientific revolu-
tion, new and more efficient methods are discovered
to accomplish the tasks set by the Party with a view
to establishing closer ties between science and pro-
duction, between the engineering, technical and spe-
cializ,ed personnel and th,e workers and peasants.

The results of the scientific experiments for the
studies carried out during the vear are reported at the
technical-scientific forurns of the economic entrepri-
ses of a given district or of the Republic as a whole. An
ever greater number of workers and cooperative
peasants participate at these forums each year. Sueh
a practice also plays a positive role in doing away
with the old concept that technique and science ean
only be carried forward by some learned people and
specialists endowed with special skill. There is no
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doubt that they play their role in technical and scien-
tific progress. But Comrade Enver Hoxha has said
that the techni,cal and scientific revolution is mainly
the concern of the broad masses of the people. There-
for,e, their participation in this revolution is giving
a new impetus to the development of technique and
science. The broad participation of the workers and
specialists, working side by siCe in the mass move-
ment to set neu, workshops, factories and industrial
works by their own efforts, the proliferation of in-
ventions and rationalizations also serve this purpose.
Th,ere is no doubt that, in this field,,new and impor-
tant steps forward will be taken in the future.

An ever greater collaboration of the people of
var:ious educational institutions with the procluction
centers is being realiz,ed, too. Under the actual con-
ditionq, when,production is a rvide front where scien-
tific laws ar,e applied, this collaboration is imp,e-
rative. The State University of Tirana is the largest
eC.ucational and scientjfic ,center in our country, but
it is srrrrounded by a number of other scientific cen-
ters such as the upper State Institut,e of Agricultu-
r.e, the Institute of Industrial and lVlin,er:al Research,
the Iristitute of Fetroleum Research, the Institute of
Agricultural R,esearch, the Institute of Econornic Stu-
dies ab the Council of l\{inisters of the People's Repu-
blic of Albania, etc.

Tire rnembers of these scientific Institutes closely
Iink their,studies with both th,e presei-r.t and th,e future
needs of production. Th,ey are in close touch with the
technical hureaux of the vai:ior-rs inC,ustriaL enterpri-
ses as well as with the workers. The r-rndergraduates
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also render their contribution to the development of
production through their dissertations and practical
work. The close collaboration between the men of
science and those of production is being perfected
still further and carried forward through the revolu-
tionization of our school system which aims at com-
bining science with production, theory with practice.
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WIIAT PAET I}O WOMEN TAKE IN SOCIAL

PRODUCTION?

With the establishment of People's Power the Al*

banian women have won'equal right's with men in the

social and economic life of the country' This has not

been donatedto them but has been won by the women

ves in this war.
Our socialist society has secured to the women
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production sector. In a great number of other sectors
wornen have much greater weight, especially in edu-
cation, culture, public health service, etc.

In many production sectors as, for example, in
textile, food proces,sing, the rubber, shoe-making and
other industries women make up 70-800/6 of the num-
ber of the workers. They are occupying a more and
more important place even in such branches as ma-
chinemaking and construction materials industries as
well as in many sectors of the construction work
provided this does not impair women's health. Thus,
in the Tractors Spare Parts Plant in Tirana, about
32-35 per cent of the workers are women.

The Albania woman plays an even greater role
in socialist agriculture.

If before liberation ther,e were very few women
endowed with higher education, ther.e are at present
over two thousand wom.en physicians, engineers,
teachers, pharmacists, etc" About 4001n of. all the me-
dium-trained specialists are women. A good number of
them hold posts of responsibility in social production
and in the administration of the economy just as they
do in aIl the other fields of life.

The Party and Comrade Enver Hoxha personally
have set forth important tasks concerning the comple-
te emancipation of the woman. The production front
and the participation in public activities are conside-
red as important means for the complete emancipa-
tion of the Albanian woman, for the actual imple-
mentation of equal rights between man and woman.

The equality rights with men the Albanian wo-
men have secured for themselves are also amply
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have also the right to work six hours a day and get

their full pay until their babies become nine months
old. For babies uP to one Yea
given free of charge. Likewise
pregnant women to be tran
without a reduction in PaY. I
women to work impairing their health'

The woman in our country has been given the
plaee that belongs to her as an active builder of so-

cialist society.
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FINA}ICIAL PROBLEMS AND THOSE R,ELATED
TO SALARIES AND WAGES



WHICII ARE TTIE SOURCES THAT PBOVIDE TIIE
REVENUE OF THE STATE BUDGET?

During the transition from capitalism to socialism
and in socialism, due to the existence of two forms
of ownership and production, there exist and act
the law of value and the economic categories linked
with it: cost of production, selling price, productivity,
finances, credits, etc. IInder such conditions the sys-
tem of finance plays an important ro1e.

The financial system of the People's Republic
of Albania comprises the State budget, the funds of
State enterprises and cooperative organizations, State
social insurance of life, property and production
m€ans, State bank ,credits. The State budget plays a
leading and central role in our financial system. The
State budget accumulates the centralized monetary
funds which are used, according to plan, for broad
socialist reproduction, for the continuous uplift of
the living standard and the cultural level of the
people and the consolidation of the defensive power
of the country.

fn our economy, socialist production is the ma-
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terial basis of providing the funds for the State
budget. The continuous growth of socialist production,
which also means the increase of the net income of
the community, brings as a result the growth of the
revenue of the State budget. The income of the bud-
get in 1969 rose to 5.6 tirnes as compared with 19b0.

The income of the State budget is divided into
two groups: a) the income from the socialist sector of
economy; b) the obligatory and free contribution of
the population.

The income from the socialist sector of economy
constitutes the main source of the income of the state
budget. As a result of the growth and consolidation
of the socialist sector of economy, the income frorn
this ,sector has rbeen growing steadily. In comparison
with 1950, the income of the socialist sector of eco-
nomy in 1969 increased 9,12 times" This makes up
88.6% of the budgetary income instead of 54.50/6 in
1950. The income from the socialist sector of economy
comes under two headings: income from State enter-
prises and income from cooperativ,e organizations.
The income from State enterpris,es in 1g6g a,c-
counts for 670f 11of the total budget, while the remain-
ing 330/6 comes from the agricultural. trade and han-
dicraft cooperatives, etc.

The population contribute also to the budget
through symbolic payments from their own incomes.
They pay, for instance, for street cleaning and other
municipal services. Taxes from the population have
been reduced to such an extent as to play a very insi-
gnificant role in the State budget. A Party Central
Committee and Government decree stipulates that, as



from November 1969, the population will be exemp-
ted from all taxation. Thus, the income of the budget
wiltr be secured entirely from the socialist sector o1

our economy. This singles out the People's Republic
of Albania as the only State in the world which I'^-

vies no taxes on its population. Such a financial policy
demonstrates once again the deeply popular and de-
mocratic character of our socialist system and the
People's RuIe which has been established in the
People's Republic of Albania. Far from being subjec-
ted to any form of taxation, the real incomes of the
workers are being augmented also by the reduction of
prices on commodities.'Thus, in comparison with 1950,

the real incomes of the workers has increased 1,7 ti-
mes while those of the pea,santry 2 times.
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WIIAT POLICY IS FOLLOWED BY THE ALBANIAN SIfATE
IN TNVESTMENTS AND WHAT SECTORS OF ECONOMY

ENJOY PRIORIIY?

Capital investments in the economy of the
People's Republic of Albania have b,een made in ac-
cordance with the tasks set forth by the plan of the
economic and cultural development of the country.
The plan is based on the directives issu,ed by the
Party of Labor of Albania and aims at increasing the
economic potential and the defensive capacity of the
country, at ensuring the uninterrupted improvement
of the material and cultural conditions of the laboring
people. It is approved by the supreme legislative or-
gan - the Popular Assembly of the people,s Repu-
blic of Albania. The policy of investments is also re-
flected in it. In our country most of the investments
go to the production sectors, while the remainder is
alloted to the non-production sector. Such a policy
in the domain of investments, as has been proved
by our experienoe, has been and is right in.re.y.*"-
pect, for it makes it possible for a great increase of



the industrial and agricultural production, of the cons-
truction works and communications; it has served
for a swift rise of the material and cultural standard
of the laboring masses and has been the most impor-
tant factor for the elimination of the profound back-
wardness inherited from the past, for the continuous
consolidation of the victories achieved in all fields
of life.

Priority, within the production sphere, has
been given to industry, to heavy industry in particu-
lar, and to agriculture. Due to the large investm'ents
made in these two sectors during the years after li-
beration, our country has already been transformed
from a very backward agrarian country into a country
with a multilateral modern industry, both heavy and
light, and with an agriculture entirely collectivized.
In the former marshy and swampy areas one can now
see the great industrial works of the five-year plans
as well as fields planted to'corn and other agricultural
crops.

The volume of investments made by our State
Power during the years aft'er liberation is so large
that it would have taken Zog's antipopular regime
whole oenturies to realize. Just as in all other fields,
in matters of investments our country has followed
and is following a consistent policy, having always in
mind, first and foremost, the general interest, combin-
ing aright the intere'sts of the present with those of
the future, that is, spending with great economy 'the
present material benefits in order to create greater
rnaterial benefits in the future", in other words, it
has striven and is striving to create a powerful so-
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ciaiist economy, independent of the outside wor1d, ca-
pable of d,efense if need be, and of raising the stan-
dard of living of the laboring people. Just as in in-
dustry and agriculture, great investments has been
made also in the other sectors of th,e econorny. X'hus,
the total volume of planned investments for the
1966-1970 period surpasses by 40ols that of the
1961-1965 period, whereas it is twice as large as that
of the 1956-1960 five-year period. Most of the in-
dustrial investments are used for constr-uction and
installation work (with 500,/0 on the average), about
1/3 of the amount is spent on machinery and equip-
ment and the rest on drilling, research and other
works.

In order to make accumulation serve, first of all,
in creating a strong and firm economy, the 4th five-
year plan gives priority to capital investments and
construction in production centers, which cover an
average of 415 of the overall amount of the state in-
vestments. During this five-year period, about 720f6
of the accumulation fund will be used for the develop-
ment of the production centers and of the branches
which are directly linked with the production of ma-
terial goods, w\ereas 290ls of it wilt be used in non-
production center.i. On the other hand, priority has
been mainly given to the development of the branches
and sectors which are directly linked with the pro-
duction of material goods and, especially, to industry
and agriculture, as the two principal branches of the
people's economy. Investments in these! two bran-
ches amount to more than 213 of the total invest-
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ments allocated to the development of the economy
and culture.

Special attention is attached in our country to
investments for education, culture, health, municipal
economy, etc. Thanks to these investments every vil-
lage has its own elernentary and eight-year school, a
Large number of secondary schools of general and
vocational education, every village has its own cul-
tural center, ambulance, and maternity house. The
apartment houses that have been buili during these
last twenty five years of People's Power can accomo-
date half of the population of pre-liberation Albarlja-
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WHO CONDUCTS THE POLICY OF PBICET AND HOW, 
ABE TIIEY FII(ED?

In our country prices are fixed in a centralized
way by our socialist State' The policy pursued by the
State on fixing prices is a component part of the ece
nomic policy of the PartY.

The conditions of fixing prices in a planned way
have been created as a result of our socialist system.
The socialist ownership over the 

.means of produc-
tion (factories, industrial plants, trade organizations,
etc.), the political power in the hands of the people
and, as a consequenc.e, the planned management of
the people's economy constitute the necessary con-
ditions and create real possibilities for fixing prices
in a centralized and planned waY.

Prices fixed by the State on merchandise are
not determined in an arbitrary way by the mecha-
nism of supply and demand, that is by the subjective
whims of individuals, but by a deep understanding
of the laws governing the socialist economy and,
especially of the law of value, which means that
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prices are fixed in proportion to the social work ne-
ses'sary to produce the merchandise. This 1aw exists
and is equally applied in our socialist economy, as

well.
The application of the law of values is extended

chiefly to the sector of the circulation of merchandise
and, mainly, to the merchandise earmarked for con-
sumption, but it is not applied spontaneously and in
a destructiv€ way as in the capitalist countries; prices
on goods are fixed in conformity with the law of
values, based on the Party policy. The law of value
acts in the same way on the production sphere, but
just as on the sphere of the circulation of goods, it
does not play a leading role on the sphere of pro-
duction but it is applied conscientiously with a view
to consolidating our people's economy.

The policy of our Party and State Power is di-
rected in such a way as to have standard prices of
goods throughout the country.

These prices are fixed in a centralized way by
certain authorized organs such as the Council of
Ministers, the Ministry of Trade in collaboration
with the Ministry of Finance and the Ministries con-
cerned with the production. These organs decide on
the prices of a given list of commodities, while for a

Iimited list of articles, the prices are fixed by the
Executive Committees of the district People's Coun-
cils, but always in line with the standard policy and
the principle of collective leadership and approval by
the component organs.

In Albania, there exist different types of prices:
wholesale and retail prices. The wholesale prices
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are practised by the enterprises which seL1 products
to one another, while the retail sale prices are applied
to the goods sold to the people. Besides, there are

also prices on agricultural and dairy products which
the State buys from the agricultural co-operatives
and stores away. Based on the policy of the Party and
State Power in the field of price-fixing, some goods

of retail sale for the people have lower prices than
their value or the cost of social work needed to pro-
duce them. Such prices are applied to soap, drugs,
books, magazines, school articles, etc. This policy is

also applied to ease and favor certain categories of
people as the prices on ready-made clothes, shoes,

sandals, etc. for children. While on some goods which
are consid,ered a luxury or are not of primary neces-

sity to the people, or on certain other goods whose
consumption must be limited, such as alcoholic drinks,
perfumes, etc., the prices are higher.

Having always in mind the welfare of the people

and their continous material and cultural uplift, the

Party and the State Power have practised and prac-

tise a policy of r'epeated reduction of prices'

Sofar, there have been 12 major reductions o'[

certain foodstuffs like sugar and so on, textiles, work
tooIs, medicaments some of which cost now 70 to
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800/s iess than before. In our country, the welfare of
the people is improved, on one hand, by increasing the
pay of workers and, on the other, by reducing prices
and increasing the funds allocated to free social
services like kindergartens, creches, schools, public
health and so on.
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WTIO FIXES THE WAGES OF AND IN WHAT FORM ARE

THE WORKEBS BEMUNERATED?

Following the establishment of social owner-
ship in our country, new relations in production were
also established. Relations in production became so-
cial relations of cooperation and mutual aid. Exploi-
tation of rnan by man was abolished once for all time
j.n our Suntry. The worker in our country works
for himself and for society as a whole. He is remune-
rated according to the amount and quality of the work
he does. Equal pay is provided for equal work irres-
pective of age, sex,etc. The normal working day is

8 hours, but, for some categories of workers, it is cut
to 7 hours. Ways and forms of remuneration in the
People's Republic of Albania vary to suit ways and
forms of organization of work and production, while
their content is the sarne, as they are based on so-
cialist relations in production and on the socialist law
of remuneration according to the work done.

The technical proc.,edures mostly applied in re-
rnunerating workers of the work they have turned
out are the following: i
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a) remuneration for piecework
b) remuneration for tim,ework
It goes without saying that on the basis of these

forrrr's of r,emuneration a worker who turns out more
production in pieces or who works longer hours re-
ceives a relatively higher pay.

Wag,es are fixed by the Government according
to a centralized p1an. A system of classifying workers
into categories according to their qualification has
been established. There are 6 or 7 categories or clas-
ses of qualification. Unskill,ed workers belong to the
first class. Those highly skilled belong to the 6th or
7th class. Each class has its fixed pay, the sam,e for
all the country, with the exception of those workers
who get a higher pay for harder jobs, such as in min-
ing, metallur,gical and some other enterprises. Even
when they start work for the first time and are to-
tally unskilled, the workers are paid enough to pro-
vide for their subsistence and personal necessities.
By raising their qualification the wor,kers are prorno-
t,ed to higher categories. In order to be raised from
one class to another, a worker works on probation for
a period of from 4 to B months for the lower and
from 1 to 2 years for the higher classes. Workers have
all the possibilities to get higher qualifications by at-
tending special or general education schools, and
qualifying courses, by working under the patronage
of specialists etc. A11 expenses incurred for the quali-
fication of workers are defrayed by the State. After
completing his probation period, the worker is exa-
mined by a commission made up of workers,
technicians and engineers. If he passes the examina-
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tion, the commission promotes him to a higher ca-
tegory and his wages rise accordingly.

Our Party has never considered the regulations
on remuneration and wages as matters concerning
only Party and State organs, as matters of a simply
technical character. It has always considered them
as ideological, political and economic problems of
major importance for the cause of socialist construc-
tion in our country. It is forthis reason that these have
become problems of the masses themselves" A deci-
sion of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee
of the Party of Labor of Albania provides that the
solution of the problems of socialist organization of
work should be achieved through discussions with
the broad participation of the workers.
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DO THE WORKERS RECEIVE SUPPLEMENTAEY PAY FOB
IIIGIIER YIELDS AND ADDITIONAL JOBS THEY ARE

ASSIGIiIED TO?

The principle of paying the workers according
to the quantity and quality of the work turn-out re-
quires that their pay rshould differ accordingly. The
workers turning out more and better production get
higher pay.

We have a system of quotas which fixes the
amount of work to be done by each worker.

Every worker or team of workers are assigned a
fixed production quota. If they produce more, they
are paid more.

Under the actual conditions of the revolutioni-
zation of the whole life of the country, the system
of quotas and of pay is also being revolutionized.
Individual quotas are being replaced by collective
ones based on the result of work of whole brigades,
sectors or shifts of workers, Where processes of worl<
are suita'ble and workers ar,e convinced of the advan-
tages of coll,ective quotas, these are applied. In this
case, each worker is paid according to his qualifica-
tion or to the category of the enterprises where he



works. Likewise workers get an additional pay if their
brigade or shift overreaches its quota.

What are some of the advantages of collective
quotas? They encourage the workers to help one ano-
ther, they develop their spirit of socialist collecti-
vism, of mutual aid and collaboration, making them
place common above personal interests. Even when
a brigade member, for reasons which do not d.epend
upon him, cannot reach his production quota for a
given time, he is remunerated according to his quali-
fication or according the category of the work center.
or according to the kind of work he has been doing.

fn cases when production processes are not stan-
dardized work is done on a handicraft basis; in col-
lectives of workers who are not convinced of the
social and economic benefits of collective quotas,
work is carried on according to individual quotas.
Besides these forms, part of workers are remunerated
according to the time they spend at work.

The worker is not remunerated only for the
work he does within the time he is at work, that is,
within the B-hour period, but also for the work he
does after the normal period of work; in each case
he gets an additional pay equal to 250/s over his nor-
mal pay. In cases when, for some reason or other, a
worker does not work for a time in his work center,
he is paid by his enterprise, institution or organiza-
tion. Workers and employe,es are paid also wh,en they
attend various meetings of elected organs such as the
People's Assembly, District People's Councils, Party
forums and forums of district or central mass orga-
nizations, people's courts as assistant judges, confe-
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rences and plenums. Their pay is guaranteed by the
law which aims at as broad a participation of wor-
kers as possible in political and social activities.

Workers are also paid when they are summoned
for a short period of military training. In case work
is stopped for some hours a day due to mechanical
defects or to the overhauling of machinery and
to other reasons, workers get their full pay. The
Iaw envisages also other ways of renumeration of the
workers when they are iII, assigned tn special State
orsocial tasks, etc.

As is seen, the Labor Code of our country is a

just and democratic one. It is aimed, at the same

time, against such petty-bourgeois manifestations as

idleness, parasitism, placing individual over general

interests, etc.,
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T,RADE UNIONS AND TIIE R,OLE OF THE
MASSES



IIOW DOES TTIE PARTY FUI.FIT, ITS ROLE OF' LEADER.
SHIP IN THE TEADE UNION ORGANIZATION?

The role of ]eadership of the Party in the Trade
Union Organizations is one and the same role of
leadership of the vanguard of the working class and its
control over the Trade Union Organizations. As a
vanguard and organized detachment of the working,
c1ass, the Party secures full leadership over the all-
round activity of the Trade Unions through its
ideology, its correct Marxist-Leninist line, the van-
guard example it sets through the Party members
who militate in the Trade Union Organization.
.The role of leadership of the Party in the Trade
Union Organization" Comrade Enver Hoxha has
stressed - 

<<shoud be decisive and most active, for-
it is there that our working class, the best men of
our country are ,amassed.,'

The Trade lJnions, as the main lever which iinks
the Party with the working class and as ..schools of
communism", have played and continue to play a
major role in the application of the Party policy in
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its ranks, for the Party policy expresses and reflects
the basic interests of the working class.

In the practice of the every day work, the lea-
dership of the Party and its management is achie-
ved in a horizontal manner, that is, the basic Party
Organization in the work center secures the leader-
ship and management of the basic Trade Union Or-
ganization, the Regional Party Committee leads the
Regional Trade Union Council and so on and so forth.
AlI the Party organs and the Trade Union Organiza-
tions are guided by the directives and instructions
issued by the Party Central Committee. Whereas the
leadership of the organization itself by the higher
argans is achieved in a vertical mann,er on the basis
of democratic centralization. The lower organs, begin-
ning from the basic organizations, are managed by
the Regional Trade Unions of Albania. The twenty-
five years of experi,ence of the Trade lJnions, which
were founded on the direct initiative of the Party,
has completely confirmed the correctness of this
leading and managing role of the Party, of this me-
thod and style at work.

In order to put these principles of Party lead,er-
ship into practice, various forms ar,e used in the daily
work with the Trade Union organizations, namely an
analysis of the Trad,e Union activity by the Party
and the adoption of the concrete tasks to be
carried out by the Party in this field, the esta-
blishment of direct contacts between the lea-
ders of the Party and those of 1.he Trade Union
organizations, the pariicipation of the Party leaders
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in various programs of the Trade Union Organization
with the purpose of getting closely acquainted with
the problems preoccupying that organization and of
giving them practical aid, etc.

But the leading role of the P,arty does not only
presuppose but encourages, by every means possible,
the initiative and indep,endent activity of the Trade
Union organization which, guided by these t,eachi.ngs
and instructions, arranges aIl its own work. The
Trade Union organization has its own statute and pro-
gram which guide it in its every day work. There-
for,e, the Party neither removes the role of the Trade
Union organization nor substitutes it, but it practi-
ses the basic method of convincing its members and
Ieaders of the right line to be followed. The workers
and activists of the Trade lJnions, both communists
as well as non-communists, have the right to raise
problems of the most varied nature before the Party,
to asks all the communists to aid them in all their
activity, just as the Trade Union organization should
help the Party in the achievement of its objectives.

The Party's guidance of the Trade Union or-
ganization is quite at variance with the tutorship
or with the practice of asking at any moment for its
support. On the contrary, the Trade Union organiza-
tion acts on its own, takes its own initiative and
works independently conforming to the party
teachings and directives.
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ON WHAT BASIS AR,E TBADE UNION OftG,dNIZATIO}JS
FOUND.ED AND WHAT [S TIIEIR BOLE IN SOLYII{G

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS?

The trade union organizations at working centers
are the basis of the Trade Unions of Albania. The
Trad,e Unions of Albania are a broad mass organiza-
tion of the working class with a pronounced politi-
cal and class character and led by the Party of La-
bor of Albania. They see to it that the Party proglam
and general line are carriod out properly.

The General Assembly of the members is the
highest organ of the Trade Union organization. It is
the authorized and p),enipotentiary organ of the
worker.s of a given ent,erprise or institution. The Ge-
neral Assembly is a great school. Proletarian demo-
racy, courageous constructive and sincere criticism
and selfcriticism are its main features. The problems
are taken up and solved there in the spirit of class
struggle and of the mass line. Proletarian democracy
keeps raising the class awareness and creative skill
of the workers ever higher and higher. At the Gene-
raI Assembly decisions are adopted by majority vote.
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Party organizations at all enterprises and insti-
tutions consider trade union organizations as levers,
to get in touch with the working people, to mobilize
them to carry out the line of the party, its directives
and d,ecisions, while the trad,e union committees,
which are elected by the General Assembly of the
organization, look after the affairs of their organi-
zaLion. But the committee does not overstep the
bounds of its competences. It is only an executive
organ charged with carrying out the decisions adop-
ted by the General Assembly

The trade union organization does not depend on
the administration of a given ,enterprise or institr-l-
tion. The activity of the admini,stration is subj,ect to
the control of the workers through their trade union
organization. The administration has no compet,ence
whatsoever to take to task or make the tracle union
organization render account to it..On the contrary,
the General Assembly of the trade union members
have the authority to take to task the administration
on various problems of the enterprise. This right
emanates from the great revolutionary principle of,
our Party which stresses that the workers, not the
administration, are the true masters of the enterprise.

This does not infringe upon the competences of
the management and, in particular, of the director of
the enterprise. Their tasks and authority are sanc-
tioned by 1aw or by Government decrees and Minis-
terial orders. Orders issued by the management of the
ent'erprise are executed without being subjected to
any preliminary approval by the General Assembly
or by any other organ of the Trade Union organiza-
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tion. The task of the organization is to mobilize the
masses with a view to fulfilling th'eir tasks and car-
rying out the ord.ers issued by the managers of the
enteiprise. On the other hand, the correctness of the
tasks set forth can be subjected to criticism at the

General Assembly of the trade union organization iI
such a thing is called for' This is how the principle
of democratic centralism functions at our economic
enterprises. The director enjoys fuII authority to ta-
ke deiisions and issue orders, whereas, on the other
hand, the correctness of these decisions and orders is

subject to the control of the workers through the
General Assembly of the trade union memb'ers. The
mass line constitutes the essence of the working
method and style of the trade union organizations
and a sure way to its revolutionization. Trade union

the mas'ses all the Problem
e or institutions and solve
mass Iine in free discussions

at which workers can take initiatives a'nd show their
creative ability.

In applying the mass line, all manifestations of
commandeering, conceit, subjectivism, overevalua-
tion of the capabilities of the leading cadres and un-
<lerevaluation of the creative capabilities of the mas-
ses are laid bare and fought against'
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HOW ARE TIIE ST^ATE ECONOMIC EIITERPRISES RUI'{

AND WTIAT PART DO TIIE WOEKER,S TAIIE IN TIIEIE
MANAGE1YIENT?

In our country, the economic enterprises are the
common property of all the people. They are run on
the basis of the socialist principle of cooperation and
mutual aid established among workers freed frorn
exploitation and carry out their job in conformity
with a standard State p1an. Their task consists of
turning out products planned for so that the need.s

of our people's economy may be better met and the
working and living conditions of the workers may be
constantly improved. The managers of o'ur enterpri-
s,es are charged with the task of organizing the day's
work and of carrying it out in collaboration with the
workers and always under the guldance of the Party
organization.

The managers of our industrial enterprises are
picked from among the best sons and daughters of
the people. They are loyal members of the working
class entrusted with running production and further-



ing the objectives and will of their class. In aII their
work they are guided by the basic principle that,
with us, it is the working class which is in power and
which, under the leadership of the Party, runs the
whole life of the country. 'Workers' control organized
in aII industrial enterprises is the principal form of
helping to see whether this great principle is put into
application, or not. In economic enterprises, mana-
gement and workers' control are carried out, in the
first place, through the grass-root organizations of
the Party. It is carried out also by the State organs.
Everybody, from the director down to the least quali-
fied laborer is subjected to the control of the work-
ing class. This ,control aims at verifying to what
extent the plan targets ar,e reached and the working
and living conditions of the workers are improved,
at determining to what extent the voice of the wor-
kers has been listen,ed to, what has been done to put
the proposals of the workers into practice, what atti-
tude the managers maintain towards the workers, to
what ext,ent the attitude of people towards work and
in society conform to the new norms of proletarian
etchics. Thus, by supervising all the production and
social activity of their ,,enterprises, the workers
give the tone to the work, courageously at-
tack the manifestations of bureaucratism and
intellectualism, correct and help those who ma-
ke mistakes to correct th,emselves. The produc-
tion and. trade union meetings taking up the
main problems that preoccupy the enterprises, the
public criticism in wall bulletin and the press, com-
mittees of workers appointed when the need arises
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to exercise control on various problems both inside
and outside the enterprise, serve this purpose.

With a view to asserting its role of leadership in
running production and doing its work more effi-
ciently, the working class should devote special at-
tention to taking steps in the following two direc-
tions:

a) To fi,ght bureaucrdcA qnd establi'sh a netu re-
tsolutionary styl,e of nxanagen'Lent. The principal steps
to take to this effect are those of tempering the ca-
dres and training thgm in the working class spirit by
making them take direct part in production side by
side with the workers for a period ranging from 1 to
3 months a year, of simplifying the administrative
apparatus, of doing away with bureaucratic practi-
ces and of applying the mass line to the letter. Di-
rect participation in production brings the cadres
into closer contait with the workers, with their pro-
blems of 'production, teaches them to better appreciate
manual labor, guards them from intellectuaiism and
bur,eaucracy, etc.

b) To unorease tlu: ntttnber amd rq.i,Ce tHe letsel ot
p,rofici,ency oJ th,e leadtng cadres i,n grodwcti'om dt a ra-
pid rate. Our cadres are sons and daughters of
workers and farmers who join with them in a revo-
lutionary and patriotic drive to develop socialist pro-
duction. The new school system which is going into
force at this time envisages an unprecedented expan-
sion of the network of day, evening and correspon-
dence schools which will train every year thousands
of new cadres to be employed in production. Unli-
mited opportunities are opened up first and foremost
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to workers who can attend regular or part-time se-
condary and higher vocational schools as well as

courses of university level opened at their worksi-
tes.

The State places at the disposal of each enter-
prise all the means, buitrdings and manpower neces-
sary to enable them to carry on their economic and
production activity. The enterprise is free to utilize
these means in such a way as, while respecting the
requirements of the State p)an and the 1aw, to cover
up its expenses and provide additional funds from
its own income. Aft,er having accorrrplished the tasks
set by the State plan, an enterprise is entitled to set
aside a <.special fund", not exceedinl 20lo of the plan-
ned payroll, which the collective itself can use, first
of all, for their social and cultural needs as well as

for rewarding the rnost outstanding workers.
The process followed by the countries where re-

visionist cliques have come to power, like the Soviet
Union and certain other East European ,countries, is
totally at variance with these principles of centralism
and of application of the line of the masses in running
state enterprises.

By applying, with certain modifications of forrn,
the Yugoslav systern of self-management, the admi-
nistration of enterprises in these countries has been
decentralized. On the basis of the <<new>> economic
reforms they have adopted, every enterprise esta-
blishes its own plan of production and its struct.ure.
Prices and yields vary from one enterprise to another,
from one district to another, the enterprises themsel-
ves look for suppliers and consurners on the basis of
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the law of anarchy in production and spontaneous de-
velopment, almost identicatr to the way this law acts
in capitalist countries. As a consequence, the rate
of development of the economy of these countries
has fallen, the black market is thriving, the 1aw of
value and other laws of spontaneous development
are dorng their work unchecked.
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WHY TS TEE WORKING CLASS CONTROL ESSENTIAL
AND WHAT IS ITS OBJECTIVE?

The triumph of our people's revolution and the
establishment of proletarian dictatorship in our
country brought the working class to power, to the
power which belongs to it. Being in power, the
working class headed by its party and in allianc,e
with the cooperative peasantry runs all the life of
the country. Under such conditions, the control of
the working class becomes also an historie necessity.

tr\[arxism-I,eninism and the experience of 25

years of people's rule in the socialist construction of
the country teach us that only the dictatorship of the
protretariat is capable of carrying the socialist revo-
lution through to the end, to the complete construc-
tion of socialist society. It is precisely this that makes
it imperative for the working class to exercise its
control in all its forms on everyone, even on its
Party and State in order to safeguard the dictator-
ship of the proletariat, to do away with bureaucracy
and ail other evils which jeopardize People's RuIe.
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This control will continue up to as long as the class
struggle Iasts, up to the complete construction of
communrsm.

The objective of the working class control is tcr
ceaselessly,enhance and consolidate the leading role of
the working class in society, to perpetuate sociaLi,sm in
our country, to make the restoration of capitalism
and the emergence of revisionism impossible once
and for all time. The task of the working class control
is to fight bureaucratism, to fight against those who
violate the interests of the working cIass, against
those who place personal over common interest,
against all leftovers of the past, to have the ideology
of the Party and its Marxist-Leninist line applied and
the laws and regulations of the people,s power ob-
served by everyone. ..The working class ,control-,
Comrade Enver Hoxha points out, ..ig a sound means

our country, the working class control is carried out
side by side with the supervision by the party and
the State.
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IVH.{T ARE PARTY AND STATE CONTROL AND WIIAI
IS DIRECT WOR,KERS' CONTROL?

The working class control has a very deep and

broad meaning. It is not a controL carried out by a
few individuals but by the working class as a whole'
From this point of view, this control is, first and fo-
remost, of a great ideological and political signifi-
cance. In referring to it, Comrade Enver Hoxha has

ssid; ..The working class and Party control on every-
thing and everybody, on cadres, administrations, fo-
rums. commissions shoulC be complete, consis-

tent and decisiv,e,,. The working class control
in our People's Republic is threefold.

Fi,rst, the uorktng class control is erercised'
t'h.rough the control bg the Party of

The Party of Labor of Alban
forum of the working class, it is its
ganized d.etachment, the representative of its basic

interests and objectives. Since the Party is the orga-

nized detachment of the working class, the leadership
ancl control exercised by the Party are the leadership
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and control ,by the working class its'elf. Whithout the
Ieadership of the Party and its control, the work-
ing class cannot be organized, it cannot rise in re-
volution, it cannot' emancipate itself and others, it
cannot establish proletarian dictatorship, it can-
not build classtress society and hold the sta-
te power in its hands. The leading role of
our Party has begr.ln since the founding of the AIba-
nian Communist Party on Nov. B, 1941.

AI1 the State organs of the system of proletarian
dictatorship are subjected to the working class con-

trol. This control is not limited and is carried out on

behalf of the working class and its basic interests'
The Party control has continued to grow stron-

ger and stronger thanks to the measures the Party
has taken and is taking to further revolutionize the
whole life of the country, to consolidate the leading
and controlling role of the Party organizations at

enterprises, at agricultural cooperatives, schools and

othei economic and State institutions. The control
of the Party on the activity of each worker, (com-

munist or noncommunist), is becoming a method of
work of every Party organization, for without it no

problem can be solved aright and in due time'
Second, the tnorktng cl,ass control i's erercised

throwgh the control by the State organs.
Our State is an instrument in the hands of the

working class guided by the Party of Labor of AIba-
nia to exercise the dictatorship of proletariat. As such,

the working class exercises its control through the
State organs. The working class has begun such a
control since the very first days after the liberation
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of the country and the establishment of the proleta-
rian dictatorship.

The working class control through its State or-
gans is carried out by the higher organs on tl.re de-
pendent ones as well as on the public activity of the
masses of the people. State control is one of the
functions of the proletarian dictatorship and is ca-
ried out directly by the State organs. The aim of
this control is to strerrgthen the rule of the wor.king
class. That is why the trade union organizations give
all the support they can so that this control may be
carri,ed out as completely and successfully as possi-
1:le.

The results of State control, all the shortco-
mings and weaknesses detected by it, are taken up
for discussion at workers meetings in order to soli-
cit their opinion and suggestions as to how to impro-
ve the situation-

Th,ird, through the direct contyol of the ruorking
etross

Side by side with exercising its control through
its Party of Labor and its People's Power, the wor-
king class ,exercises also its own direct control from
the grass-roots upwards. This control supervises eco-
nomic and State organs and extends to all the dci-
mains of their activity.

The direct control by the working class is two-
fold in nature: first, v,ertically, from the gnrssyoots
upusard and, secondly, horizontally, exercised by the
working class over its own ranks in order to appiy
the norms and laws of our socialist society, to enfor-
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ce proletarian discipline by each worker in the family
and in society, in line with the motto: ..se1f-criticism,
correction of mistakes, tempering of the socialist sen-
se of dutY""

The results of the application of the direct con-
trol by the working cLass in our country are ciearly
seen in the sound revolutionary spirit perrrading jts
rani<s and manifested in all the fields of Iife. espe-
cially in its active participation in solving various
political, ideological and social problems with a view
to discar'ding old concepts, to establish'ing new socia-
list concepts, to strengthening the spirit of pro-
letarian internationalism, etc. But the role of the
working class and its control are manif ested
also in the active participation of the workers in solv-
ing various problems of the technical and scientific
revolution, in their willingness to criticize forcibly
d.efects and weaknesses of work, 'etc.

Summing up the revolutionary experienoe of
our Party, Comrade Enver Hoxha stressed at the i.7th
?irana Party Conference that the working class can
and should exercise its control on Party basic oi:ga-
nizations and committees so that the latter should ai-
ways firmly observe the principles of Marxism-Le-
ninism and consistenthy apply the norms of the
Party.
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WIIICEI AtsE SOME OF TIIE MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE
WOEIfiNG CLASS CONTROL?

The working class exercises its direct control in
many directions of which the main ones are: to ward
off bureaucratic symptoms, to defend proletarian
dictatorship and to consistentty apply the line of
the masses.

Through its control, the working class finds out
how the orientations and line of the Party are ap-
plied, whether important problems are discussed with
the workers before decisions are adopted, to what
extent the voice of the masses is heard and what is
done to apply the proposals and suggestions of the
workers, what kind of relations exist between cadres
and masses. On the other hand, the direct control
by the workin$ class over the implementation and
defense of proletarian dictatorship is closely linked
with the deepening of the class consciousness of the
working class and of its revolutionary spirit in battle
against alien manifestations such as favoritism,
commandeering, arrogance etc. The control begins
right from the leaders of the enterprise, workshop
or sector. The working class gives its opinion on the
activity of these p'ersons and does not allow unlvorthy
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peopLe, p€rsons who do not abide by the laws and
regulations of our socialist society and State, and who
do not carry out the Party line in all and every
fie1d, to be appointed to these posts.

Concerning production, the direct control by the
working class is exercised over all its links. The
workers themselves draw out the draft plans for
economic, social and cultural development. They see
to it that these plans are realizable, mobilizing and
revolutionary.

The fulfilment and overfulfilment of the plans
for the economic, social and cultural develoment of
of the country are also subject to the direct control
of the working class. The broad participation of the
working class in socialist emulation, which, as J. V.
Stalin teaches us, ..is the expression of revolutionary
and constructive self-criticism by 'the masses>>, con-
stitutes the most active form of dir,ect control exer-
cised by the working class in production. Through
socialist competition, the working class controls and
corrects aI1 the plans, noruns and the t,echnical and
economic indices of production.

In its all-round activity for the fulfilment and
overfulfilment of the plan, the working class exerci-
ses also direct control over the management. Bureau-
cratism in management work is bound to be re-
flected in the process of production. It is for this
reason that brigade, workship or factory managers are
obliged to render account for whatever bureaucra-
tism is manifested in their work. There and then the
workers fix the time limit and appoint the persons
responsible for their elimination. When rnanagers do
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not carry out the suggestions of the workers, the
latter ask for their dismissal or transfer to other job.
The Party and Government have always encouraged
the just and revolutionary proposals of the masses.

The working class.exercises its control also over
the application of socialist legaiity related to work
safety and social insurance as weII as to norms of
communist ethics in the family and in society in
order to make these norms prevail and prevent the
inJiltration or manifestation of bourgeois or revisio-
nist ideology in the life of the people.

Whenever necessary, the working class sets up
it provisional commissions to examine problems and
report to the trade union organization. Matters are
taken up afterwards by the general meeting. The
workers deeide on the measure to be taken and the
trade union committee sees to it that they ar.e carried
through.

Tens of such commissions are set up by the
working class. They help a great deal in carrying out
the direct control by the working class.

The working class may also exercise its direct
control in other enterprises than its own. It sets up
special workers' commissions which exercise their
control over such matters as health, culture and edu-
cation. Often these commissions go to supervise agri-
cultural cooperatives.

This has helped a great deal not only in doing
away with deficiencies and shortcomings but, what is
qr more importanee, in educating the workers of the
different production sectors in the revolutionary
spirit of our working class.
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WHAT FORMS OF MORAL STIMULI ARE USED TO,
SINGLE OUT DISTINGUISHED WORKEBS?

In line with the teachings of Marxism-Leninism,
our Party has always combined aright the generai'
with the personal interests of the .workers, educating-
them to place the general interests of society and of
the Fatherland above all others. In the same way, it;
is the , moral rather than the material stimuli that.
guide them in their activity, making them work for
society, for the consolidation and prosperity of the,
country and receive what comes to them for their
contribution they render to society. The rate at which
the moral stimuli are gaining ground over material
stimuli is accompanied by a corresponding increase
of socialist property and socialist relations in produc-
tion, by an improvement of the living standards andr
the cultural level of the working masses and, espe-.
cially, by the uplift of their socialist sense of duty.

The widespread movement of socialist emulation:
which has gripped the whole country has gone a long
way to raising the socialist sense of duty of the.
workers and their awareness of the importance of mo*
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ral stimuli. A11 the workers of our country find mo-

ral satisfaction in the work they turn out, for they

know that they are working for themselves, for the

frrppirr".. of their families and the prosperity of

their country. That is what prompts our workers to

work hard and serve the Fatherland better and

better.
In addition, the individual is well looked after'

Concern for the individual has always been and con-

tinues to b'e at the center of attention of our Party

and our People's Power. This is also a major factor

of moral stimulation to make the workers exert all
their efforts and take active part in the social'*i'fe

and activitY of the countrY.
Various forms of moral stimuli are used both

for the distinguished collectives and individual wor-

kers. Such forms are: praising individual workers

at the General Assembly of the Trade-Unions, post-

ing their portraits on the bulletin board, awarding

diJtinctive badges of merit or titles like 'The So-

cialist Work Biigade., or '<The Twenty-fifth Anni-
versary of Liberation Brigade*, publicizing their

,ro""r"ru, through the press, radio broadcasts and

loudspeakers at iheir worksites, awarding decorations

of various grades and work orders for outstanding

service in ifre tieta of prod'uction, of science' of

technique, etc' . . up to the highest title of "Ilero of

the Pelple,, or '.Hero of Socialist 'Work" which are

awarded^ by the Presiclium of the People's Assembly'

Moral stimuli in our country extend not only to

production but also to all other fiel'ds of activity'
ihr., the best composers, artists, authors are awarded
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decorations, orders of work, certificates of merit, etc.
for their participation at contests or for important
productions.

Our workers understand that these moral stimuli
should be considened as a token of appreciation by
society for the particular contribution they have
rendered to its development and, in no case, as a sign
of raising them above their comrades, because this
could make them pretentious and egotists. Titles,
certificates of merit and decorations are m'eant to
educate the workers in the spirit of socialist collec-
tivism, of placing general above personal interests.
It is an undeniable faet that the major movem6nt of

emulation which has spread far and wide among our
workers ,eversince the establishment of our People's
Rule has kept growing and engendering a warm, mo-
bilizing and revolutionary atmosphere for the good
of society and, consequently, for the good of the
workers themselves.

Being entmsted by the Party with leading this
mqior-.rnovement of socialist emulation, the Trade
Union Organization feels that it has to play a major
role in this direction.
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WHO LOOKS AFTER THE APPTICATION OF TIIE BE-

GULATIONS CONCERNING PEOTECTION AT WORK AND
TECHNICAL SAFETY?

In our country, great att'ention is paid to the
continuous improvement of the living conditions of
the people, to the fulfilment of the material and cul'
tural needs of the broad working masses.

This is seen from the everyday improvement of
the working conditions of the workers, on which our
State spends great surrrs of money. Suffice it to
mention that the 1969 State Budget allocates a Sum

almost thrice as large as that of last year to this ptlr-
pose. Since State Power is in the hands of the people,
the problem of improving the working conditions and
work safety is given great preference by our Party
and the State.

On the other hand, the role of the trade union
organizations is not less important in this field. The
trade union organizations see to it that 'economic or-
gans take steps to further mechanize heavy work, to
improve technological processes, to create normal sa-
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nitary conditions for all the workers. The Statute of

the Trade Union organizations and the Labor Cod'e

of the People's Republic of Albania clearly define
the rights and obligation of the Trade IJnions in the
field of work safetY.

The rights of the working people to work safety
are sanctioned by Iaw. They are clearly expressed in
the Labor Code, in various decisions and regulations
on technical safety, etc. Therefore, one of the tasks

of the trade union organizations is to make the wor-
kers acquainted with these decisions and regulations.
The aim of such activity is that, if these rights are

violated in a given enterprise then the workers them-
selves and their trade union organizations take the
management to account for the deficiencies noted and

hold them responsible for carrying out the provisions
of the labor legislation, of the norms of work safety

and of the sanitary regulations to protect the health
of the workers.

The solution of the problems of work safety and

sanitary service imply measures to protect workers
from injuries that may be caused by m.achinery and

electric instalations, to improve Iight, air and heating
conditions, to instal shower baths etc' as well as to
equip workers with protective devices, eye-glasses,

masks, gloves, boots, etc. and to provide them with
antidotes. In some work processes workers are'enti-
tled to reduced working hours'

Within the general drive for the revolutioniza-
tion of production an ever greater attention is being
paid to the best possible fulfilment of these condi-
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tions, to the establishment of a socialist culture and
aesthetics in production, considering this a very irn-
portant component part of the care taken for man,
who is the most precious capital of our socialist so-

ciety.
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